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INTRODUCTION

In their tort action agmnst Carlo Zalewski, Driver Logistics Services, Inc. ("DLS"),

Penske Truck Leasing Corp. ("Penske"), and Building Materials Corporation of America d/b/a

GAF Building Materials ("OAF"),' Plaintifis recovered more than $11.8 million dollars in

compensation for the injuries duplicative they sustained as a consequence of Marcia Rhodes'

automobile accident of January 2002. Nevertheless, PlaintifFs seek to recover an astounding $36

million in multiple damages under c. 93A against Zurich American Insurance Conqrany in this

action based solely ontheir contention thatZurich waited too long to make its $2million policy

limits available to the excess insurer. National Union, firr its use in negotiations with the

PlaintifFs. Despiteputtingon morethan two fullweeks oftrial testimony andoffering thnnsanHs

of pages of exhibits, however. Plaintiff were unable to prove facts that would warrant even a

$25.00 nominal damage award against Zurich.

Specifically, and as explained in detail in this Post-Trial Brief, Plaintiffs failed to marshal

evidence to prove Zurich violated C.176D and c.93A, that any violation caused Plaintiffs

cognizable injury, or that Zurich's alleged violation was knowing or willful.

Plaintiffs made absolutely no effort to prove that if Zurich had taken steps to effectuate

settlement earlier than November 2003, it is more likely than not that they would have settled

their tort claims with AIGDC, avoided a trial, and thereby avoided the injuries they now claim.

In fact, the record evidence amply supports the conclusion that the PlaintifFs and AIGDC always

had substantially different views as to the value of Plaintiffs' damages and were never going to

bridge, the $2 million gap that divided th^. Since Plaintiffs have not proven the essential

' Mr. Zalewski, DLS, Penske and GAF are hereinafter coUectively refered toas the 'Tersonal Injury Defendants."
PlaintifFs' lawsuita^inst the Personal InjuryDefendants in the Norfolk Superior Court is hereinafterreferred to as
the Underlying Action."



element of causation, the Court should enter judgment in Zurich's favor without even

considering whether Zurich's attempts toeffectuate settlement were prompt.

In addition. Plaintiffs failed to prove that Zurich violated the Statute by failing to

promptly effect settlement when liabilitybecame reasonably clear because there is no evidence

that Zurich violated the Statute by failing to pronq)tly effect settlement when liability became

reasonably clear because there is no evidence tihat damages in excess of Zurich's $2 million

policy limits became"reasonably clear"at anypointbefore November 2003—^the pointat which

Zurich informed AIGDC that Zurich's primary policy limits would be exhausted and that a

contribution from the excess insurer would be needed to effectuate a global settlement of

Plaintiffs' claims. Nor did Plaintiffsprove that the liability(i.e., fault) ofZurich's insured, GAP,

was reasonably clear before November 2003, or that important insurance questions affecting

Zurich's potoitial exposure for the liabilities of DLS and Mr. Zalew^ should have been

resolved at an earher point in time.

Furthermore, Plaintiffs failed to prove damages. Plaintiffs seek to recovery three

categories of con^ensatory damages against Zurich: (i) certain costs allegedly incurred before

and during the Underlying Action; (ii) unpaid interest on the judgments in the Underlying

Action; and (iii) the "frustrations" of litigation—a creative name for emotional distress. For the

reasons explainedbelow, there is no legal or factual support for recovery ofany ofthese alleged

damages.

Even if there were evidence supporting Plaintiffs' contention that Zurich violated

Chapters 176D and 93A by not making its policy limits available to the excess insurer earlier,

and that Zurich's alleged violation caused Plaintiffs some legally cognizable loss, there is

absolutely no proof that Zurich or any of its employees willfully or knowingly refused to take



steps to bring about a settlement with Plaintiffs. Absait proof that Zurich acted with ill will,

improper motive or with knowledge that it was violating C.176D, Plaintiffs have no right to

multiple damages. Finally, an award ofmultiple damages against Zurich based upon amultiple

ofthe judgments entered in theUnderlying Action would unquestionably violate theDue Process

Clause of the United States Constitution.

Forthesereasons, andbased on the evidence andlegalprinciples discussed below, Zurich

respectfiilly requests the Court to award Plaintiffs nothing and enterjudgment in Zurich's favor

as to Count HI ofthe Amended Complaint.

ARGUMENT

1. PLAINTIFFS FAILED TO ESTABLISH A CAUSAL LINK BETWEEN
ZURICH'S ALLEGED DELAY IN ATTEMPTING TO EFFECTUATE
SRTTIF.MF.NT AND THE DAMAGES PLAINTIFES NOW CLAIM.

In 2006, the Supreme Judicial Court reafSrmed that to be entitled to my relief under

Chapter 93A, § 9, a plaintiffmust demonstrate that the defendant's unfair or deceptive conduct

caused the plaintiff an actual loss. Hershenaw v. Enterprise Rent-A-Car Co. ofBoston,Inc., 445

Mass. 790, 800, 802 (2006); see also Wallace v. American Mfrs. Mat. Ins. Co., 22 Mass. App.

Ct. 938, 940 (1986) (a plaintiffmust prove "a coital connection between the insurer's to

settle (amounting to an unfair act by [the insurer] under relevant provisions of G. L. c. 93A and

c. 176D) and the injury and loss for which recovery is sought") (emphasis in original). In

Hershenow, the Supreme Judicial Court expounded upon the causation element as follows:

Ifany person invades a consumer's legally protected interests, and if that invasion
causes the consumer a loss—whether that loss be economic or non-economic—
the consumer is entitled to redress under our consumer protection statute. A
consumer is not, however, entitled to redress under G.L. c. 93A, where no loss
has occurred. To permit otherwise is irreconcilable with the express language of
G.L. c. 93A, § 9, and our earlier case law.



Hershenow, 445 Mass, at 802. Absent proof that the defendant's conduct caused a cognizable

loss, not even statutory damages of$25.00 are available under Chapter 93A, § 9. Id. at 799, n.

18 ("The statutory damage provision [ofSection 9] does not supplant the requirement toprove

causation under § 9. It merely eliminates the need to quantity an amount of actual damages if

the plaintifFcanestablish a cognizable loss caused bya deceptive act.")

Asthis Court acknowled^d inits ConsolidatedMemoranditm andOrder onDefendants'

Motions for Summary Judgment, Zurich never had the ability to "effectuate settlement" of the

Plaintiffs' claims against thePersonal hgury Defendants because Plaintiffs were never willing to

release their claims in exchange for a total payment within the $2 million limits of Zurich's

primary Business Automobile Policy. {Consolidated Order at 3; see also Joint Pretrial

Memorandum, p. 3). SinceZurich could not "effectuate settlement" within its $2 million policy

limits, andbecause Zurich had no dutyunder Massachusetts law to payPlaintiffs anyportion of

its policy proceeds without obtaining a release on behalf of the Personal Injury Defaidants,^

Plaintiffs never would have received the proceeds of Zurich's Policy before the entry of

judgment in the Underlying Action (and thereby avoided the alleged injuries they now claim)

unless they settled their tort claims with AIGDC before trial. Therefore, to establish the element

of causation. Plaintiffs were required to prove tiiat ifZurich had taken earlier steps to effectuate

settlement, it is more likely than not the Plaintiffs would have reached a compromise with

AIGDC and received the insurance proceeds without the need for a trial.

^See Lazaris v. Metro. Prop. &Cos. Ins. Co., 428 Mass. 502,505 (1998).
^As discussed inSection III, mfra, below, what Oi^ter 176D and insurance industry custom and practice required
of Zurich, once liability and damages in excess of its policy limits became leasonably clear, was tlrat Zurich get the
excess insurer involved in a global setUement effort and, ultimately, make its primary policy limits available to the
excess insurer for use in its settlement n^otiations with Plaintifis. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser),pp. 132-35). On November
19, 2003, KathleenFuell ofZurich informed Nicholas Satriano of AIGDC ofher belief (hat Zurich's policy limits
were fiilly exposed, that a contribution firom National Union would beneeded to get the case settled, and ^t she
intended to get authority to tender flmse policy limits to AIGDC. (Tr. Day 4 ^uell), pp. 85-87). Zurich ofScially
made those funds available to AIGDC on or about Jannary 23, 2004. {Id., pp. 89-91). Therefore, in die



Plaintiffs made no such showing at trial. To the contrary, the evidence demonstrates that

regardless of when Zurich took steps to affect settlement, the Plaintiffs and AIGDC would not

have reached a compromise. Thisis because, in the words ofAIGDC'sexp^ witness, J. Owen

Todd, AIGDC and Plaintifife always had "a substantial, but legitimate, dififo-ence of opinion

regarding the appropriate settlement value of thecase thatwasjust too great to bridge." (Tr. Day

16 (Todd), p. 79). The following evidenceplainly shows that Plaintifi& and AIGDC were never

less than$2million j^art in theirrespective valuations ofPlaintiffs' claimed damages:

A. From the date ofthe accident up through August 11,2004 (the date of
the mediation), Plaintifirs were unwilling to accept less than $8 million
to settle their claims against the Personal Injury Defendants.

In August 2005, Marcia and Harold Rhodes responded to interrogatories propounded by

AIGDC and National Union. In Interrogatory No. 9, Marcia and Harold Rhodes were asked to

state, (i) what offers of settlement they would have accq)ted fiom January 2002 until the

resolution of the Underlying Action; and (ii) "[i]f the amount you would have accq)ted changed

at any time, please indicate for what periods of time each amount is applicable." (Exh. 122, pp.

8-9; Exh. 123, p. 8; Exh. 124, p. 8 & Exh. 125, pp. 8-9). In response tO Interrogatory No. 9,

both Plaintiffs provided the following answer:

I believe the family was wiUing to accept $8 million to resolve the underlying
matter up through the mediation. Stating what the &mily would have agreed to
between the time of the mediation and the jury announcing its verdict would be
speculative. Aftw the jury verdict, I was willing to accept the full amount of the
jury verdict plus all accrued interest to resolve the underlying matter.

Id. (emphasis added).

circumstances of this case, Plaintifi^ bear fee burden of proving that if Zurich had taken steps to "effectuate
settlement" prior to November 19,2003, it is more likely than not that Plaintiffs would have settled their tort claims
wife AIGDC, and thereby avoided a trial ofthe Underlying Action.

*The only rational inference to be drawn &om the first two sentences of this answer is that Plaintiffs were not
speculating when they responded that $8 million was fee only offer they would have accepted before the mediation.



In the nineteen months since they signed those interrogatoryanswers,neither Marcianor

HaroldRhodessupplemented, correctedor amended the foregoing response to Interrogatory No.

9. (Tr. Day 9, p. 130).^ Plaintiffs never changed their responses because they were truthful,

accurate, and complete when given in August 2005, and they remain truthful, accurate, and

complete today. Indeed, at trial, both Marcia and Harold Rhodes afifirmed their answer to

Interrogatory No. 9, and Mrs. Rhodes made clear the she knew when she signed the

interrogatories that the amount of moneysheand herhusband werewilling to acceptto settle the

Underlying Action at various times was a very important fact in the Chapter 93A case. (Tr. Day

9 (H. Rhodes), pp. 157,159-161; Day 6 (M. Rhodes), pp. 129-130).

During trial, Plaintifife offered no evidence fiom which this Court could reasonably infer

that there was a time before the trial of the Underljdng Action when they were willing to accept a

settlement offer of less than $8 million. Harold Rhodes testified during trial, as he had during

his deposition in August 2006, that he drew a "line in the sand" at $8 million, and would not

have acc^ted a total pa>anent of $6 million or $7 million to settle his family's claims at the

August 2004 mediation. (Tr. Day 9 (H. Rhodes), pp. 131-132).^ Moreover, when asked during

his August 2006 deposition whether there was ever a time when he would have accepted $6

million to settle the case, Mr. Rhodes testified as follows:

I don't know. You know, again, there was neva* an offer made of$6 million, so
we never considered it. You know, it's like you don't think about these things.
I've ^t day-to-day stuff that's going on in my life and you don't speculate on
stuffthat's not lu^enmg, so I don't know. I mean, if you had put an offer on the
table, I don't know, but you didn't do that

^ It is noteworthy that Harold Rhodes supplemented his answers to Zurich's First Set of Interrogatories twice
between June 2006 and August 2006, to correct certain inaccuracies in information concerning bis earnings record.

^ Mr. Rhodes' testunony that he was willing during die mediation to negotiate in the range of $6 million to $10
million does not warrant the inference that he would have settled for less than $8 million, since Mr. Rhodes made it
clear that he was unwillh^ to accept a total setden^nt of$6 million or $7 million at the mediation.



(Tr. Day 10(H. Rhodes), pp. 79-80) (emphasis added).

Marcia Rhodes' trial testimony on this subject was equally lacking in probative value.

Despite hercounsel's repeated efforts to lead Mrs. Rhodes to a &vorable answer, she candidly

admitted that she did notknow,(i)whether shewouldhave agreed to acceptan amount lessthan

$8millionin 2002 or 2003; or (ii) whether she would,haveaccepted a recommendation from her

husband and Mr. Pritzker to accqpt less than $8 million. (Tr. Day6 (M. Rhodes), p. 173-174).

After much prompting, Ms. Pinkham succeeded in getting Mrs. Rhodes to state that she

"probably would have gone along with" her husband and her attomey if theyboth agreed that

accepting something less than $8 million was"a good ideain order to make the case go away."

(M, p. 174). As the Court correctly observed, however, that testimony "seems to lead nowhere,"

since Plaintiffs presented no evidence about any substantive communicatipns between Messrs.

Pritzker and Rhodes onthesubject ofsettlem^t offers and demands. {Id., pp. 174-75).'

In summary, Plaintiffs' answers to AIGDC and National Union's Interrogatory No. 9

stand as the onlv evidence of the amount ofmoney PlaintifFs would have accepted to settle their

claimsfrom January 9,2002 throu^ August 11,2004. At trial, Marcia and HaroldRhodesmade

it clear that they "don't know" whether either of them would have considered something less

than $8 million at some other point in time, and that if a lesser amount had been offered, they

would have relied on their attorney's advice in deciding whether to accept it. On this record, the

Court can only speculate whether Plaintiflfsmight have accepted something less than $8 million

to.settle the case had Zurich taken earlier steps to effectuate settlement.

^Indeed, thePlaintiffasserted the attorney-client privilege astoallsuch communications, {id.)



B. At no time was AIGDC wUBng to pay Plaintiffs more than $6 million
(including Zurich's $2 million policy limits) to settle Plaintiffs' claims
in the Underlying Action.

While Plaintiffe wa» unwilling to accqpt less than $8 million to settle their claims,

AIGDC never valued theRhodes' damages at more than $6million. AIGDC first placed a value

on the case justbefore themediation of August 11,2004, after certain of the discovery it deemed

necessary hadbeencompleted. That value was$4.75 million. (Exh. 87(Depo. of Warren Nitti),

p. 71; Tr. Day 14 (T. Kelley), p.65; Exh. 44; Exh. 45).® Following the unsuccessful mediation,

AIGDC's trial counsel, Campbell, Campbell, Edwards & Conroy (the "Campbell Firm"),

completed the deposition of Marcia Rhodes and deposed Rebecca Rhodes. (Tr. Day 14 (T.

Kelley), pp. 67-68). Despite having had the benefit of that additional discovery, AIGDC

continued to value the Plaintiffs' damages at $4.75 million when trial began. {Id. pp.. 68-69;

Exh. 87, pp. 82-83).

On the first day of trial, AIGDC made a settl^ent offer of $3.5 million—^the same offer

it had made at the close of the mediation one month earlier. (Exh. 87, p. 6; Tr. Day 9 (H.

Rhodes), p. 105) AIGDC and Mr. Pritzker exchanged additional settlement offers and demands

as the trial of the Underlying Action progressed. (Exh. 87, p. 145). By the last day of trial,

AIGDC had authorized Complex Director Warren Nitti to ofifa: the Plaintiffs $6 million, a sum

that included Zurich's $2 milhon primary policy limits and a $4 million contribution fitrm

National Union's policy. {Id.,pp. 144-45; Tr. Day 14 (T. Kelley), p. 69). Mr. Nitti extended that

offerat the closeofthe evidence, just momentsbefore closing arguments began, but Mr. Pritzker

rejected it out ofhand and did not counter. (Ex. 87, pp. 144-45; 147).

^The $4.75 million value included a$2 millicm contribution from Zurich, a piesinned $1 million contribution from
the insurerfor third-party defendant Jerry McMillan'sProfessional Tree Service ("Professional Tree")> and $1.75
million in proceeds from National Union's excess policy. (ETdi. 87, pp. 73,75)



Plaintif]& put forth no evidence at trial from which the Court could reasonably infer that

AIGDC would have valued Plaintiffs' claimed damages higher than $6million atanearlier point

if Zurich hadnotified AIGDC earlier of its intent to tender its policy Hmits. AIGDC arrived at

its initial $4.75 million valuation after it had undertaken the additional discovery it felt was

essential to a proper valuation of damages, including thedq}osition and anindependent medical

examination of Marcia Rhodes. (Exhibit 87, 114-15; Tr. Day 14 (T. Kelley), pp. 67-68.

Even aftercompleting the deposition ofRebecca Rhodes between the mediation andthefirst day

of trial, AIGDC's valuation did not change; its employees continued to value the damages at

$4.75 million. (Tr. Day 14 (T. Kelley), pp. 68-69) Tracey Kelley of AIGDC, who placed the

$4.75 million value on the case, testified that she felt that that figure was fair, reasonable and

accurate at that time. (/</.,p. 65).

It is noteworthy that AIGDC's offra: of $6 million—^the highest and best offer AIGDC

authorized—was not authorized or conununicated to Plaintiffii before the trial began, or even

during the course of the trial as the evidence was coming in. Rather, AIGDC authorized and

extended the $6 million offer on the last day oftrial, after fire close ofthe evidence, and after its

Complex Directorhad observedthe jury's reactionto the Plaintiffs' testimonyand reported to his

superiors that the evidence had gone in much more favorably for the Plaintiffs than AIGDC had

anticipated. {Id., pp. 56-57) That was, without question, the point in time of greatest litigation

risk and uncatainty for AIGDC. By no process of logic could one conclude that AIGDC would

have valued the case or authorized a settlement for more than $6 million at some earlier point

when a jury verdict was not imminent and when AIGDC had no idea how the evidence would

present hi summary, the record does not support the conclusion that if Zurich had tendered its

policy limits earlier, AIG would have valued the case hi^er than $6 million. See Phelan v. May



Department Stores Co,, 443 Mass. 52, 55 (2004)(a reasonable inference "must be based on

probabUiti^ rather than possibilities and cannot be the result of mere speculation and

conjecture.")

The foregoing evidence amply demonstrates that AIGDC and Plaintifi& ware never less

than $2 million apart in their respective evaluations of the PlaintifFs' damages. PlaintifFs have

not put forth evidence hnm which the Court could rationally conclude that they would have

bridged that gap and achieved a settlement if Zurich had gotten AIGDC involved in the case

before Novembar 2003, or formally tendered its policy limits to AIGDC before January 2004.

As Judge Owen Todd observed, the Rhodes case &iled to settle because, as sometime happens

in porsonal injury litigation, the plaintiff and the defendant had a vastly different c^inion as to

the value ofthe plaintiffs' injuries and damages.

In Clegg V. Butlery which involved primary and excess insurance policies, the Supreme

Judicial Court held that die primary insurer violated Chapter 93A by failing to contribute its

policy, limits toward a settlement until the eveof trial in the imderlying tort action. 424Mass, at

416. The Courtconcluded that the primary carrier's delay in offering its policyhmit caused the

plaintiffs to incur actual damages equal to interest on the primary insurer's policy limit fh>m the

date on which the primary insurer should have offored its limits to the date on which the excess

insurer would have been willing to settle the case. Id. at 425. The facts of Oegg are

fundamentally different jSom this case, however, in that the primary carrier's offer of its

$250,000 policy limit was immediately followed by an offer of $425,000 from the excess

insurer, and the plaintiff accepted the offers for a total settlement of $675,000. Id. at 416. The

Court concluded that the promptne;^ with which the case was settled after the primary insurer

10



made its policy limits available siq)ported an inference that "had [the primary insurer] offered its

policy limits earlier, [the excess insurer] would havesettled earlier too." Id. at 423,n.8.

Here, in contrast to degg^ Zurich informed the excess insurer that it would make its

policy limits available for settlement in November 2003, and formally offered AIGDC its limits

in January 2004—eight months before the trial. Ultimately, AIGDC, unlike the excess insurer in

was unable to settlePlaintiffs' claims despitehavingmade offers substantially above the

$2 million limitofZurich'sprimarypolicy. Here, unlikein Clegg, there is no basis to inferthat

if Zurich had made its $2 million policy limit available to AIGDC at an earlier time. Plaintiffs

and AIGDC would have reached a settlement and avoided further litigation. To award Plaintiffs

any compensatory damages against Zinich based upon an earlier hypothetical date on which

Zurich allegedly should have made its policy limits available to AIGDC and a hypothetical date

on which Plaintiffs and AIGDC purportedly would have reached a settlement would be an

exercise in sheer speculation, unsupported by the facts of this case. SeeKitner v. CTW Transp.,

Inc., 53 Mass. App. Ct 741, 748 {Mass. App. Ct. 2002) (stating that under Chapter 93A, "the

plaintiffbears the burden ofproving entitlemait to damages," and "damage cannot be recovered

when they are remote, speculative, hypothetical, and not within the realm of reasonable

certainty") (citation omitted); Mitchell v. MoneyStore Mass., Inc., 12 Mass. L. Rptr. 348, 2000

Mass. Super. LEXIS 457, at *21 (Mass. Super. Ct Nov. 20, 2000) (refusing to award ch. 93A

damages based upon speculation that plaintiffmight have been able to close on sale ofhome).

In sum. Plaintiffs have failed to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that they

would have settled their tort claims with AIGDC and avoided a trial had Zurich taken steps to

effectuate settlement prior to November 2003. Absent proof of a causal link between Zurich's

11



alleged violationofCluster 93A and the damages theyseek in this action, judgmentshouldenter

in Zurich's favor.

n. PLAINTIFFS FAILED TO PROVE THAT LIABILITY AN3> DAMAGES

BECAME REASONABLY CLEAR PRIOR TO NOVEMBER 2003.

To prevail on diehr Chapter 93A/176D claim against Zurich, Plaintiffs were required to

prove that Zurich failed to effectuate a prompt, fair and equitable settlement oftheir claims at the

point in time when liability became reasonably clear. Plaintiff did not suggest that Zurich failed

tomake equitable orfair attempts to settle their claims against the Personal Injury Defendants.®

Instead, they argued that Zurich violated Chapters 176D and 93A by failing to promptly tender

its $2 million policy limits to AIGDC and National Union for their use in settlement n^otiations

with the Plaintiffs.

An insurer's duty to "effectuate settlement" under Chapter 176D, § 3(9Xf) does not arise

until both liability and damages have become "reasonablyclear." Clegg v. Butler^ 424 Mass, at

421 (1997). Ofcourse, ifan insurancepolicy provides no coverage for a particular insured, there

can be no liability from die insurer's standpoint. (Tr. Day 10 (Kiriakos), p. 120X"IfI don't have

coverage, I don't have an exposure."); Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 94-95).

hi the context ofa case in which Ihe primary insurer had the opportunity to, but failed to,

settle the underlying tort action within its policy limits, the Supreme Judicial Court held that the

test to be applied in determiningwhether liability and damages were reasonably clear such that

the insurer had a duty to settle under Chapter 176D was "not whether a reasonable insurer might

have settled the case within the policy limits, but whether no reasonable insurer would have

failed to settle the case within the policy limits." Hartford Cas. Ins. Co. v. New Hampshire Ins.

' Plaintiff ackoDwIedge that Zurich never had the ability to "effectuate settlement" of thdr claims wiUiin its $2
million policy limits, since any offer of $2 million or less would have been rejected regardless of when it was
extended. (Pxetrial Memorandum, p3)
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Co., 417 Mass. 115, 121 (1994) (onphasis added). Application of that rationale to this case

requires that Plaintiffs prove that no reasonable insure armed with the information and

knowledge that Zurich possessed before November 2003 would have taken until November 2003

to notify the excess insurer that ite policy proceeds were needed to settle the Plaintiffs' claims.

See O'Leary-Alison v. Metropolitcm Prop. & Cos. Ins. Co., 52Mass. App. Ct. 214, 217 (2001)

(observing that resolution of a Chapter 93A claim is dependent upon a factual determination of

the defendant's knowledgeand intent.)

Finallyj in determining when liability, coverage and damages became"reasonably clear"

in a givencase, a court should bear in mind that an insurer"mustbe given the time to investigate

claims thoiou^y to determinetheir hability." Clegg, 424 Mass, at 422. The SupremeJudicial

Court's decisions int^reting the obligations ofan insurer under G.L. c. 176D, § 3(9) "in no way

penalize insurers who delay in good feifli when liability is not clear and requires fiuiher

investigation." Id.

The evidence at trial demonstrated that damages in excess ofZurich's $2 million policy

limit did not become reasonably clear until late November 2003, after Zurich had a reasonable

opportunity to review, evaluate and verify the documentation of Plaintiffs' alleged damages set

forth in the Plaintiffs' demand package. (Exh. 10). Prior to that time, Zurich had received no

medical records or bills concerning Mrs. Rhodes' treatment history, no documentation of Mrs.

Rhodes' prognosis, and no information concerning bar anticipated need for future care.

In addition, the liability ofGAP on a respondent superior theory was not reasonably clear at any

point in 2002 or 2003 because the extent of GAF's control over Mr. Zalewski's daily driving

activities had not been fully developed. Indeed, GAF's Uabihty did not become reasonably clear
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until March 2004, when Plaintiffs amaided their Complamt toassert a claini against GAP under

die Federal Motor Carrier statute.

Finally, while the fault of Carlo Zalewsld and the vicarious liability of his employer,

DI^, may have been apparent fairly early inthe life of the case, and while Zurich had agreed to

defend both of them under a reservation of rights, the extent to which the Zurich policy

ultimately might respond forthose defendants was notremotely clear until November 2003 when

Zurich received Ihe very surprising news that DLS and Zaiewski did nothave their own primary

automobile liability insurance.

A. Damages at or in excess of $2 million did not become ^'reasonably
clear'' untQ late November 2003, after Zurich had a reasonable
opportunity to review, evaluate and verify documentation of the
Plaintiffs' allied damages.

The evidence in this case establishes that Zurich, through the person of Kathleen Fuell,

came to the realization that the Plaintifis' claimed damages likely had a value in excess of $2

million at or around the time of the teleconference with AIGDC and defense counsel on

November 19,2003. (Tr. Day 4 (Fuell), pp. 139-140). Mrs. Fuell reached that conclusion after

carefullyanalyzing the medicalrecords, medical bills, the life careplan, the economist'sreport, a

day-in-the-life video and other materials contained in the demand package submitted by

Plaintiffs' counsel, and after considering the defense life care plan and input of GAF's defense

counsel regarding the value of damages and the merits of the parties' claims and defenses. As

discussedin greater detail below, Kathleen Fuell took appropriate and prompt steps to effectuate

settlement on November 19, 2003, when she notified AIGDC of her intent to tender Zurich's

policy limits to AIGDC and informed AIGDC of her view that a contribution from National

Union would be needed to achieve a global settlemenL
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To sustain their claim that Zurich violated M.G.L. c. 176D, § 3(9X:0» Plaintiffs were

required to prove that the information actually known to Zurich before November 2003 was

suEScient to put the company on notice that Plaintiffe had sustained damages in excess of $2

million suchthat Zurich shouldhave takenstq)s to effectuate settlement beforeNoveniber 2003.

SeeHartfordCos. Ins. Co., 417Mass, at 121. Once again. Plaintiffs have notmet theirburden.

1. Insnrance industry custom and practice for the evaluation of
damages in a bodily injury case.

Though they disagree on a number of points, the parties* expert witnesses agree about

acceptable industry practices governing how a primary insurer must go about evaluating

damages in a bodily injury case. When faced with a liability claim alleging catastrophic injury

against its policyholder, industry custom and practice require that a primary insurer conduct a

thorough investigation of damages and evaluate damages based on verifiable documentation.

(Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 109-112; Tr. Day 13 (Cormack). pp. 36-37; Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), pp.

18-19, 33; Tr. Day 1 (Mclntosh), p. 146-147).'® That documentation should include, among

other things, proof of: (i) the claimant's past and present medical treatment; (ii) the claimant's

past and present rehabilitative and th^apeutic care; (iii) the claimant's past and present expenses

for medical, rehabilitative and other care; and (iv) the claimant's past and present economic

damages, such as lost earnings, the value of lost household services, modifications made to the

claimant's residence, and specialized vehicles for transportation. (Tr. Day (Maser), pp. 111-112;

Tr. Day, (Fuell) pp. 27-29). Additionally, in a case involving allegations of paralysis, the

insurer's evaluation must be basai upon documentation that enables it to detamine whether the

claimant is, in fact, paralj^ed, and wheflier the paralysis is temporary or permanent. (Tr. Day 11

(Kiriakos), pp. 102-103). Moreover, in a paralysis case, the future care needs ofthe claimant and

Plaintiff' expert, Mr. Kiriakos, also testified that liability insurers owe a duty to their policyholders, shareholdras
andreinsurers toproperly evaluate ckims against their insureds. (Tr. Day11 (Kiriakos), p. 36). ' .
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the costs for that care are essential toproperly value damages. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 111-12;

Tr. Day 11 (BCiriakos), p. 33). For this reason, it is essential for an insurer like Zurich to demand

documentation concerning the claimant's anticipated future medical expenses and medical care

needs, past and anticipated future out-of-pocket costs, lost wages (past and future), and other

claimed economic damages inorder to properly evaluate the damages. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp.

111-112) Conversely, it would be inconsistent with accepted claim handling practices for a

primary insurer to make decisions regarding the settlement value of a case based solely on

representations made by a claimant's attorney, or other second-hand information. {Id., p. 110;

Tr. Day 13 (Cormack), pp. 36-37)."

Zurich's claim handling guidelines, entitled "Liability Best Practices — Product

Management," are consistent with these industry standards, (Exh. 64; Tr. Day 11, 109-110).'̂

Both David Mclntosh and Kathleen Fuell of Zurich were faithfiil to these principles in their

Karl Maser, Zurich's expert witness, explained the risk associated with relying on a claimant's attorney as
follows; "they're in an adv^arial posture wididie defendant, andyouneed to be certaindiat whatyou're gettingis
in factaccurate information. And,obviously, a plaintifiTs lawyer is going to be out there to try to make—^to put his
best foot forward for their client, which isl^ir role And so wirat you need to know is to—^you need information
in some type of a documented or verified form." (Tr. Day 15 (K. Maser), p. 110). Plaintiffs' expert agrees diat
evaluatingdam^es based on informationprovided by a claimant's lawyer is a risky propositionbecause the lawyer
may provide informationdiat is intentionallyMse and such informationwould comqit the iusurer's evaluationofits
exposure. (Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), pp. 101-102).

Zurich's "LiabilityBest Practices" provide, in pertinent part

Injury and Damage Verification

All claimed injuries and damages are evaluated and verified by the case manager through
credible evidence and/or the use of appropriate expertsAremlors. Foe document will support
the degree of injuries and damages onttined in the case exposure evaluation. (ExL 64, Bates
No. ZA1239) (Emphasis added).

* ♦ «

File Supports Payment

Claim file is resolved within the reasonable settlement value. Circumstances of claim must

support die decision to setde and the reasonable setdement amount Settlement value supported
by appropriate file documentation. {Id., Bates No. 2A.1244)(Enpihasis added.)
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approach to valuing damages in the Rhodes case. (Tr. Day 4 (Fuell), pp. 27-30; Exh. 74

(Mclntosh),pp. 122-123).

2. Before late September 2003, Zurich did not possessany
verifiable documentation of Marcia Rhodes' injuries or
condition, or any other aspect of Plaintiffs' alleged damages.

Zurich did not directly investigate or otherwise administer the Rhodes family's claims

against GAP and the other Personal hijury Defendants. Rather, the claims administration tasks

were handled by Crawford & Company, the independent third-party administrator GAF had

retained to administer all tort claims made against it.'̂ In its capacity as TPA, Crawford

coordinated and performed ttie investigation ofthe accideat and Mrs. Rhodes' injuries. (Tr. Day

1 (Mclntosh), p. 146). When it received the first notice of the Rhodes family's claims in early

August 2002, Zurich's Liability TPA Claims Oversight Unit assumed resqwnsibility for

overseeing the administration of the Rhodes claim, pursuant to a Third-Party Administrator

Agreement between Zurich and Crawford. Crawford periodically sent GAF r^rts on its

investigation. (Exhs. 66C - 660). Beginning in August 2002, Crawford sent copies of those

reports to Zurich's Liability TPA Claims Oversight Unit. (Tr. Day 1 (Mchitosh), pp. 95-97, 99,

104, 134), Until September 2003, Crawford's reports were the sole source of Zurich's

knowledge ofMrs. Rhodes' injuries and the other aspects ofPlaintiffs' damages.

Prior to the end of July 2003, Crawford possessed none of Marcia Rhodes' medical

records or bills, and had no other vaifiable documentation concerning the nature and extent of

Marcia Rhodes' injuries, her past medical care, her prognosis, or the alleged consortium damages

GAF paid Crawford for its TPA services and fimded payments of legal fees and other expenses inclined with
respectto a particular claim. (Tr. Day 3 (Fuell), p. 134;Exh. 62, BatesNo. ZA0068). GAFalso provided a set of
specific instmctions to be followed in the administration ofclaims against it. (/</., pp. 147-148;Exh. 126).

" This type of anangement is custonmry in the insurance indnstty. In this situation, the TPA raflier than the
insurer, performs the direct claim handling functioiis. (Tr. Day 11 (Kiri^os), p. 107).
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of Harold and Rebecca Rhodes. (Tr. Day 2 (Mills), pp. 110-111). For this reason, Crawford's

reports to GAF in 2002 and 2003 provided only second-hand information about Plaintiffs'

alleged damages. (Tr. Day 1 (Mclntosh), pp. 134-35) Specifically, in his June 2002 Liability

Transmittal Letter (the first report that Zurich received fix>m Crawford), John Chaney of

Crawford made the following comments about Mrs. Rhodes' injuries:

• "The contract operator of the GAF leased vehicle rear-ended the claimant,
causing catastrophic injuiy..

• "The last word we have is that the claimant remains unable to walk, and is in
a long term re-hab center coming back to strength, after some serious
complications,and secondary infections."

• "We see permanent paralysis likely for the claimant, who is only in hear 40's,
with permanent long term care needed."

(E^. 66C, p. 2). Mr. Cheney's next Liability Transmittal Letter, dated September 25, 2002,

contained no informatiQa about Mrs. Rhodes' injuries other than that she had sustained what Mr.

Chaney characterized as a "catastrophic injury...." (Exh. 66D, p. 2 under "Summary"; Exh. 66E,

p. 2 under "Summary"). The December 13,2002 Liability Transmittal Letter was identical to the

September letter. (Exh. 66E). The sole source of Mr. Chaney's information regarding Mfs.

Rhodes' condition and prognosis was a January 2002 telq)hone conversation with Plaintiffs'

counsel, Fred Pritzker. (Exh. 73 (Chaney Depo.), p. 61,11. 9-19).

In his reports of September 2002 and December2002, Mr. Chaney commented that the

Rhodescasehad a "potentialcase value" as to all remainingdefendants"between$5 mil and $10

mil," and noted that the bodily injury reserve was low and should be raised to Zurich's $2

million policy limit. (Exh. 66D, p. 2; 66E, p. 2). As Mr. Chaney explained during his

deposition, however, he possessedno medical informationor documentation upon which to base

a reserve recommendation—a fact which he communicated to David Mclntosh of Zurich when

they spoke by telq)honie for the first time on August 7, 2002. (Exh. 73 (Chaney Depo.), pp. 59-
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60). Mr. Chancy farther explained that he had nothing to siQ>port his comment reg^ding the

'"potential case valne." {Id., pp. 87-90). Thus, it was obvious that the dollar range expressed in

Mr. Chaney's reports was, in his own words, "a guess." {Id,, p. 90.)'̂

Taken together, the Crawford reports of June, September and December 2002 did not

contain sufhcient information to enable Zurich to make a proper or rational determination as to

the value ofthose damages. (Tr. Day 1 (Mchitosh), pp. 135-36; pp. 146-47; Exh. 74 (Mclntosh

Depo., p. 111-113, 116; Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 114-116). Mr. Chaney did not possess any

medical records or other documentation related to damages when he authored the reports, (Exh.

73, pp. 166, 197), and the reports provided no indication as to how he reached the conclusions

that "permanent paralysis" was likely or that "permanent long-term care" might be needed.

Indeed, it was clear that the sole source of Mr. Chaney's knowledge of Mrs. Rhodes' injuri^

wasthe Plaintiffs' attomey, FredPritzker. (Tr. Day 15(Maser), p. 116; Exh. 73,p. 134) For the

reasons ^plained above, it would have been inconsistent with accepted claimhandling practices

for Zurich to evaluate the Plaintiffs' damages based on such unsubstantiated, second-hand

information. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser),pp. 117-119).

Given the lack ofdamages-related documentation in his file as ofDecember 2002, it was

reasonable and consistent with good claim handling practices for David Mclntosh of Zurich to

continue pursuing such information through Crawford so as to put himself in a position to make

During trial, Plaintifis mack mucli of the feet feat Zurich did not receive Crawford's January 30,2002 First Full
Formal Rq)ort or its April 8, 2002 LiabOity Transmiltal Letter, as if to suggest feat feere was a wealfe of
informatiott in those reports concerning Mrs.Bfeodes' injuries. A reviewofthose reports revealstl^t theycontained
virtually nothing about Mrs. Rhodes' injuries, condition or prognosis. Specifically, fee January 30, 2002 report
merelystates that "[w]e are not fiiUy awareoffee extentoffee claimant's injuries,exceptthat we knowsheremains
in life threatening condition at UMass Medical Center, is paralyzed, suffers currently firom pneumonia and
pancreatic infectian. To estimate ultimate e^qMisure is premature, but we are aware this case will cany a high
vahie." (Exh. 66A, p. 6). Even ifZurich had been privy to the January report, the scant information it contained on
the subject ofdamages would have been far less mcalil^ and quantity th^ what Zurich needed tonrake a reasoned
judgment conceming fee potential value of fee claims. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 183). The same may be said of fee
information in Crawford's April 8,2002 report, which is identical to feat set forth in fee June 2002 report. (Exh.
66B,p.2).
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decisions regarding the value ofthe claim and its ultimate disposition. (Tr. Day I (Mclntosh), p.

147-48; Exh. 74 (Mclntosh Depo.), pp. 122-123; Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 126-27). After having

initially asked Mr. Chaney to obtain documentation of damages in August 2002 (Exh. 74

(Mchitosh Depo.), p. 23), Mr. Mclntosh made a number of follow-up requests to Crawford in

2003. (See Exh. 68 (Z Notes), Bates No. 1163 (1/21/03 entry). Bates No. 1162 (1/23/03 &

3/6/03 entries). Bates No. 1161 (5/16/03, 5/27/03 and 6/11/03 aitries). Bates No. 1160 (6/11/03

& 8/25/03 entries); Exh. 110; Exh. Ill; Tr. Day 1 (Mclntosh), p. 99-100))'® Mr. Mclntosh's

efforts included letters dated June 11,2003 andJuly11,2003, inwhich he explained hisneed for

detailed reportingregardii^ Mrs. Rhodes' injuries and her past, present and futuremedicalcare

and expenses. (Exhs. 110 & 111).

In the Spring and Summer of 2003, Crawford sent GAP, Zurich and AIGDC three

additional reports on the Rhodes femily's claims. While it appeasred from the reports that

Crawford was privy to additional second-hand information concerning Mrs. Rhodes' condition,

each report clearly revealed that Crawford was still working with GAF's selected defense

counsel, Nixon Peabody LLP, to obtain medical records and other documentation of Plaintiffs'

claimed damages. (Exhs. 66F, 66G &66H)." Specifically, the reports contained the following

information regarding damages:

Report Date Information Regarding Damages

May 6,2003 (Exh. "Medicals are being forwarded and will approach the $1
66F) million mark...." (p. 2)(£mphasis added).

Given Mr. Mclntosh's oveisi^ role, and in light of his August2002requestofMr. Chaney,it was reasonable for
him to expect that Mr. Chaney would take steps to investigate and report on both liabilityand damages between
August 2002 and January 2003. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 182-83).
" Mrs. Mills reasonably relied onGAF's defense counsel toobtain medical records because Plaintiffs had filed suit
and the adversarial process had begun. (Tr. Day 2 (Mills), p. 123).
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June 4,2003 (Exh. **Defense" section: "As the claimant was in the hospital for 3
66G) months and is paral^^ed from the neck down with a bi-polar

disorder....We are following for documentation to confirm
this. We shaU then be in a position in order to fully evaluate
this matter." (p. 2) (Emphasis added)

"Claimant/attorney*' section; Attorney Pritzker has not
submitted a demand or all medicals in this matter. Defense is
followingfor this information to evaluate..." (p. 3) (Emphasis
added)

'Medical Status" section: We do not have any current
medical information. This may have been forwarded to GAP
directly from defense [counsel]. We do know that the injury is
a fracture to the 12 vertebrae causing the claimant to be
paralyzed from the neck down. She is now also indicating that
she has bi-polar disease and spent 3 months in the hospital.
There was mention of the claimant deposition indicating that on
one occasion she fell off of the toilet and fractured both of her
legs but did not know this right away as she had no feeling in
her legs...." (p.3) (En^hasis added)

July 22,2003 "Defense" section: "There is a demand in for $18.5 million
(Exh. 66H) dollars, CLT atty states that the meds are approx. $1.3 mill and

estimated 2 miU further meds and episodic evoats. Pit is
claiming special damages of 3.8 million dollars. Te [sic] rest of
the damages are for loss of consortium and pain and suffering.
The demand did not include lost wages. There will be a more
detailed demand sent along with a video." (p. 2)

"Action Plan" section: "We must secure the medical

documentation secured from defense to forward to Zurich as

they have requested same. We hope that this will be
documented in the official demand followed after the above
verbal demand." (p.2)(Emphasis added).

Because they reflected only second-hand information about Mrs. Rhodes' condition

provided by the Plaintiffs' counsel, the Crawford reports ofMay, June and July 2003, like those

generated in 2002, did not enable Zurich to meaningfully evaluate the Plaintiffs' alleged
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damages. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 121-125).'̂ In feet, Jody Mills of Crawford could not and

did not place a settlement value onthe case because there was "nothing concrete toindicate what

the actual value was." (Tr. Day 2 (Mills), p.. 121). She had no documents regarding Mrs.

Rhodes' medical treatment or future medical needs. (Tr. Day 2 (Mills), pp. 110-111).

Accordingly, the "potential case value" amounts in herMay and July 2003 i^rts were based on

nothing more than a 'Teeling" she had. (Tr. Day2 (Mills), p. 21). Given Crawford's lack of

verifiable supporting documentation, it would have been contrary to accepted claim handling

practices for Zurich to act on Jody Mills' comments regarding 'potential case value" contained

in the May2003 and July2003reports.

3, Zurich promptly evaluated and verified documentation of the
Plaintiffs' damages after such documentation was received in
September 2003.

The credible evidence at trial established that damages in the amount of $2 million or

more did not become "reasonably clear" until late November 2003. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp.

129-132; Tr. Day 13 (Cormack), pp. 50-51). It is undisputed that Zurich received no medical

records, medical reports, medical bills, or other documentation of Mrs. Rhodes' injuries, past

medical treatment or prognosis until mid-September 2003,when a copy of flie August 13,2003

demand package. (Exh. 10) arrived. (Tr. Day 2 (Mills), pp. 107-110).'' The demand package

Crawford's Liability Transmittal Letter dated May 6, 2003 illustrates why a piimaiy insurer cannot make
decisions regarding case value based on a clamant attorney's representations. Contrary to vdiatMr. Pritzkerhad
represented to defense counsel, Mrs. Rhodes' inciirredmedical expenses were nowhere near '̂ the $1 million mark'*
as of May 6,2003. In fact, in a demand letter served three months later, Mr. Pritzker representedthat Mrs. Rhodes'
incurred medical expenses were actually $413,977.68, or about 40% of the figure he first rqjorted to defense
counsel. (Exh. 10, p. 14).

Thoughthere is evidencethat some ofMrs. Rhodes' medicalrecords and relateddocumentation wereproduced to
the defensefirm retained by GAP in April or May 2003, Plaintiffs fsdled to prove fliat those documents were ever
forwarded to Crawfordor Zurich. Indeed, Crawford's reports indicated that its adjuster, Jody Mills, understoodas
late as July 2003 that all medical records had not yet been produced in discovery and were being pursued by defense
counsel. (Exh. 66F, 66G, 66H). Moreover, the documents produced in April 2003 related only to Mrs. Rhodes'
past medical treatment and medical expenses, which was just one aspect of the damages alleged by PlaintifFs. The
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contained medical bills, medical records, doctors' and nurses' reports, medical bills, bills from

rehabilitation fecilities and the other types of documentation Zurich needed to begin the process

ofvaluing thePlaintifife' claimed damages. Also, in light of Mrs. Rhodes' permanent paralysis

and her t^parent need for future care and treatment, the life careplan and other expert reports

and medical summaries contained in the Plaintiffe' demand package (Exh. 10, Tabs 42, 47, 54,

56, 57 and 58) were equally critical to Zurich's evaluation of damages. (Tr. Day4 (Fuell), pp.

27-30). None of that information had been furnished to Crawford or Zurich before the demand

package arrived in September 2003. (M, pp. 31-40).

Though Mrs. Fuell reviewed the demand package in mid-September 2003, it was

necessary and consistent with accepted claim handling practices to verify the damages being

claimed so that she could secure £q)propriate settlemait authorify from her superiors. (Tr. Day

15 (Maser), pp. 129-131). To verify the damages, Mrs. Fuell, (i) obtained the opinions ofthe life

care planner whom GAF's defense counsel had retained in S^tember 2003;^® (ii) in early

October 2003, requested detailed reporting from GAF's defense counsel conceming the merits of

the parties' claims and defenses and the potential value of fee Plaintiffs' damages (counsel's

reports were received in early November 2003); and (iii) conducted indqiendent jury verdict

research to get a sense for Plaintiffs' verdicts in similar cases in Massachusetts. (Tr. Day 4

(Fuell), pp. 76-81; Exh. 115; Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 129-132).Mrs. Fuell's efforts to verify the

damages were reasonable, timely and consistent with good claim handling practices within the

insurance industry. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 130-132).

records did not include a life care plan or other documentation of anticipated future healthcare expenses, or
anticipated economic losses, which were critical components ofdamages.

During trial, Plaintiffs' counsel suggested that the insurers should have retained their own life care planner earlier,
but Plaintiffs' expert, Mr. Kiriakos, disagrees. In response to a questioii posed by Mr. Pritzker, Mr. Kiriakos opined
that the appropriate time for the defense to hire a life care planner was, "[a]s early on as your demand letter [August
13,2003]...." (Tr. Day 12 (Kiriakos),p. 30),
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Despite that Zurich had no verifiable documentation of die Rhodes family's claimed

damages until September 2003, and despite that Zurich's knowledge of Mrs. Rhodes' injuries

and condition was limited to the second-hand informatioD contained in the Crawford reports.

Plaintiffs' ejqrert, Arthur Kiriakos, opined that by Septembo- 2002, Zurich had all the

infoimation it needed to determine that the Rhodes family's damages had a valuein excess of$2

million andto tender its policy limits to the excess insurer. (Tr. Day 10 (Kiriakos), pp. 113-117;

126-129). Remarkably, Mr. Kiriakos also opined that a claims professional can evaluate

damages in a case involving catastrophic injury "in the abstract" and that things like medical

records and bills are a "red herring." (M,pp. 113-114,117; Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), p. 113).

Even ifthe Court could ignore the fact that Mr. Kiriakos is grossly imderqualifiedto offer

any opinion regarding the insurers' handling ofthe Plaintiffs' tort claims, his opinion that Zurich

should have tendered its policy limits to AIGDC as early as April 2002 and no later than

September 2002 cannot be taken seriously. No reasonable insurer in Zurich's position would

have tendered $2 million to an excess insurer in a case like this without first obtaining

documentation of foe Plaintiffs' damages. As insurance expert Karl Maser pointed ofo, it would

have been irresponsible and well below accepted industry standards for a Zurich adjuster to make

any decision regarding case value or disposition based upon foe information contained in foe

Crawford reports in2002 and 2003'

B. Plaintiffs failed to show that GAF's liability for Mrs. Rhodes' accident
was ''reasonably clear" in 2002 or 2003.

After Plaintiffs filed their lawsuit in July 2002, Zurich was asked to defend and

indenmify not only its policyholder, GAP, but also foe other putative tortfeasors, Penske, DLS

As Mr. Maser explaiiied, had an adjuster (like Mr. Kiriakos) dared to approach Mr. Maser, a claim executive, for
$2 million in settlement authority based solely on the type of information contaiiwd in the Crawford reports, the
adjuster would have been subjected to what 1^. Maser politely termed an "educational session." (Tr. Day 15, p.
118-119).
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and Carlo Zaiewski, for their potential liability in connection with Mrs. Rhodes' accid^t. In

examming Plaintiffs' Ch^ter 93/176D claim, however, the Court need not consider whether or

when the potential fault of Penske, DLS or Mr. Zaiewski became "reasonably clear." The

Plaintiffs volnntarily dismissed ttieir claims against Penske (without any payment) before trial,

thereby conceding that Penske's fault for the subject auto accident never became "reasonably

clear." (Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), pp. 128-29). Additionally, while Zurich concedes that

Crawford's investigation revealed that Mr. Zalewskd's negligence had contributed substantially

to Mrs. Rhodes' injuries, the extent to which Zurich might be required to indemnify Mr.

Zaiewski or his employer, DLS, in the event of an adverse judgment or settlement was not

reasonably clear befijre November 2003. Asdiscussed in Section n.C.3, infra, before November

2003, the question ofwhether DLS orMr. Zaiewski maintained their ownpolicies ofcommercial

auto liability insurance that mi^t be primary to, or at least share on a pro rata basis with, the

Zurich policy was unresolved. Since Mr. Zaiewski and DLS appeared to be primarily liable for

causing the accident, the potential availability of other primary insurance for DLS had the

potential to substantially impact the extent to which Zurich's $2 millionpolicy limit would be

eroded. In view of the foregoing, only the fault of GAP is material to this analysis. For the

reasons discussed below, GAF's liabilitywas not reasonably clearat any timein 2002or 2003.

In examining GAF's potential liability, the Court must consider "whether a reasonable

person, with knowledge of the relevant facts and law, wouldprobably have concluded, for good

reason, that [the insured] was Mable to the plaintiff." Demeo v. State Farm Mutual Automobile

Ins. Co., 38 Mass.App.Ct. 955, 956-57, 649 N.E.2d 803 (1995). The question, therefore, is

whether based on all of the facts known to Zurich at any time before it notified AIGDC that
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excess insurance proceeds would be needed to settle the case, a reasonable person in Zurich's

position would haveconcluded thatGAPs liability wasreasonably clear.

In their Con^laint in the Underlying Action, the Plaintiffs alleged that GAF "directed

Defendant Zalewski's daily driving activities," and was negligent in "exercising control over the

contractors with whom [it] entrusted operation of an 18-wheel tractor trailer." (Exh. 228, HI 7,

30). Thetruck driver, Mr.Zalewski, wasemployed byDLS andwas operating the tractor-trailer

pursuant to an agreement between DLS and GAF that expressly provided that DLS was an

independent contractor of GAF and that DLS employees were not deemed to be employees of

GAF. (Exh. 10, Tab 3 (Zalewski Depo.), p. 9; Tab 9, Bates No. 001003).^ As a general

principle of Massachusetts law, a party cannot be held liable for the tortious acts of an

independent contractor. O'Brien v. Christensen, 422 Mass. 281,285, n.9 (1996). To prevail on

their theory of vicarious liability against GAF, Plainti£& bore the burden of proving in the

Underljihig Action that GAF had control over the details of Mr. Zalewski's work. Corsetti v.

Stone Co., 396 Mass. 1, 9-10 (1985). Thus, to determine whether GAF's liability on a

respondeat superior theorywas "reasonably clear,"one must consider the facts developed as to

that theory during the Underlying Action.

A number of factors were relevant to the assessment ofwhether GAF exercised control of

Mr. Zalewski. They included such things as: (i) whether and the extent to which GAF instructed

Mr. Zalewski as to how he was to drive and what routes he should take to his destination; (ii)

whether and the extent to which GAF instructed Mr. 2lalewski asto what precautionary steps he

Specifically, paragraph 17ofthe Agreement betweenDLS and GAFprovidedas follows:
DLS' relationship with Customer [GAF] is that ofan independent contractor, and under no circunKtances
shallDLS, its agents,drivers, odieremployees or any other individual or entity associated in any manner
with DLS be deemedto he the agenL eirployee, partnerofor joint venturerwith Customer, or be eligible
to participate in any type of benefits offiered to full-time or salaried en^rloyees of Customer, and DLS
hereby waives its and its enqjloyces' claims to any such benefits. (Exh. 10, Tab 9, BatesNo. 001003).
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ought to take while driving; and (hi) whether GAF personnel ensured that Mr. Zalewski was

properly licensed to drive. (Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), pp. 126-27). Notably, the Crawford reports

fiom 2002 and 2003 were silent on the issue of GAF's control (or lack thereoQ over Mr.

Zaiewski's daily activities. (/</., p. 128). Crawford's Liability Transmittal Letters merely

indicated that "[IJiability mayfall to client [GAF] due to insurance contract obligations." (JExhs.

66C —66F, 66H, 66J-66L; Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), p. 127-28). Neverflieless, those reports did

assign only25%of the aggregate liability to GAF. Thus, further investigation anddiscovery was

heededon this subjectbefore the liabilityofGAF couldbe reasonably assessed.

To be sure, the issue of control overMr. Zalewski was hotly contested during discovery

conducted in the summerand fall of 2003. (Tr.Day 7 (Deschenes), p. 96). The following facts

discovered during the June 26, 2003, dq>osition of Carlo Zalewski, {see Exh. 10, Tab 3

(Zalewski Depo.)), strongly suggested that DLS exercised control over his daily driving

activities:

Mr. Zalewski was employed by DLS (p. 9);

DLS provided Mr. Zalewski with rules (p. 48);

Mr. Zalewski operated vehicles pursuant to DLS' sttmdards (p. 49);

DLS provided Mr. Zalewski with a manual about how he was expected to drive,
(p. 55);

DLS managed the drivers (p. 126);

DLS paid Mr. Zalewski (p. 126);

DLS issued Mr. Zalewski a W-2 form each year (p. 127);

DLS paid for Mr. Zalewski's health benefits 129);

DLS maintained disability insurance for Mr. Zalewski (p. 175);
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DLS maintained workers' compensation insurance forMr. Zalewski (p. 176);

DLS issued a booklet withpolicies, rules andregulations on how to drive (p. 176-
77); and

Mr. Zalewski could pick which roads he chose to drive on his route. GAF did not
tell him what routeto take to get to the destination (p. 182)

(Exh. 10, Tab 3 (ZalewskiDepo.).

Several documents exchanged during discovery in theUnderlying Action also suggested

thatDLS, ratherth^ GAF, exercised control overMr.Zalewski'sdaily driving activities. Those

documents included;

• GAF's Answer to Marcia Rhodes' First Set of Interrogatories, (Exh. 10, Tab 8),
indicated that: (i) DLS directed Zalewski's daily driving activities for [GAF].
(Ans. No. 2); and (ii) DLS and its supovisor instructed, dispatched or otherwise
assigned Zalewski to drive on [GAF] routes or deliver [GAF] loads for the entire
timeperiod thatZalewski wasanind^rendait contractor for [GAF]. (Ans. No.3).

Documents produced by DLS and entitled "DLS, Inc. & Customers (Contracted
Motor Carriers) HOURS OF SERVICE POLICY, DRIVER LOGS POLICY LOG
AUDITING POLICY, November 3, 1997," (Exh. 10, Tab 12), and *T>LS, Inc. &
Customers (Contracted Motor Carriers) DRIVER QUALIFICATION FILE
(DQF), APPLICATION PROCESSING & MAINTENANCE POLICY November
10, 1998," (Exh. 10, Tab 14), set forth DLS's .expectation for its employee-
drivers to comply with all applicable Department of Transportation Regulations
on the topics described in those documents; and

A document entitled "DRIVER LOGISTICS SERVICE, INC., Executive
Summary for GAF Corporation," (Exh. 10, Tab. 15), identifies the following
relevant services to be flunished for GAF (Bates No. BMCA 0220):

- Complete hiring, management and accounting ofDLS drivers

- Fully screens licensed and qualified drivers

- Safely classes every 6 months, drug screening and random testing to
keep drivers current with DOT regulations

- Guidelines for employer/employee relations

• Including a "Checklist on Avoiding "Co-Employment"
Vulnerability (BMCA 0235)

- Benefits provided by DLS to its drivers

- Explanation ofDLS' training process (BMCA 0230)
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- SafetyPolicy Statement (BMCA 0239).

Armed with the foregoing facts and knowledge of Massachusetts law on the doctrine of

respondeat superior, no reason^le insurer in Zurich's position would have reached the

conclusion that GAF's liability was '"reasonably clear" at any time in 2003 GAF's defense

counsel, Greg Deschenes, testified that even as of the November 19, 2003 teleconference

involving representatives ofthe insurers andGAF,Plaintiffs' ability to provethe levelof control

needed to prevail on a vicarious liability theory was still qu^tionable. (Tr. Day 7 (Deschenes),

p. 83). It appears that Plaintifis' cotmsel, too, questioned the strength of their claim against

GAF. hi March 2004, counsel found it necessaryto amendtheir Complaintfor a fourth timeto

assert a new theory ofliability against GAF predicated on the federal Motor Carrier Statute. (Tr.

Day 7 (Deschenes), pp. 84-85; Ex. 72, p. 14, Docket Entry No. 38).^ After thatamendment, the

likelihoodofGAF being found liable for Mrs. Rhodes' accident increased significantly. (/dL)

C. Plaintiffs did not prove their allegation that Zurich's efforts to resolve
coverage issues regarding DLS, Mr. Zalewski and Penske delayed its
evaluation ofPlaintiffs' damage or the tender of its policy limits to
AIGDC.

During trial. Plaintiff' expert witness, Arthur Kiriakos, opined that it took Zurich an

unreason^ly long period oftime—^thirteen months to be exact—^to determine whether its policy

obligated it to defend Penske, DLS and Mr. Zalewski, and fliat this process delayed Zurich's

evaluation of the Plaintiffs' damages and, ultimately, the tender of its policy limits to AIGDC.

(Tr. Day 10 (Kiriakos), pp. 122-23). Neither ofMr. Kiriakos' opinions withstands scrutiny.

^ The Motor Carrier Statute, coupled with the Motor Carrie Safely RegulatioDS, 49 C.F.R. § 390.5, transform
indq>endently contracted drivers into "statutory enqjloyees" and imposes hability on contractor's for an otherwise
independent contractor.
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1. Questions ofdefense coverage under the Zurich policy were
resolved within four months—reasonable period of time
under the circumstances.

Though Plaintiffs tried to prove otherwise, the evidence at trial firmly established that

Zurich did not receive noticeofMarciaRhodes' auto accident until August 7, 2002, the date on

which John Chaney of Crawford telephoned David Mclntosh of Zurich to bring the matter to

Zurich's attention. (Exh. 68, Bates No, ZAl 164 (8/7/2 entry); Exh. 67, Bates Nos. ZA587-588

(8/12/02 entry); Exh. 74 (Mclntosh Depo.) p. 62; Tr. Day 3 (Fuell), pp. 137-38). It was at that

time, less than one month after Plaintiffs had filed suit against the Personal hijury Defendants,

that Poiske requested a defense under the Zurich policy. (Exh. 68, Bates No. ZA1164 (8/7/2

entry)

After discussing the matter with Mr. Chaney, Mr. Mclntosh determined that it was

prudent to provide a defense to Penske under a reservation of ri^ts, and to refer the coverage

question to a qualified Massachusetts coverage attorney. (Exh. 68, Bates No. ZAl 163 (8/21/02

entry)). In September 2002, DLS and Mr. Zalewski likewise sou^t coverage imder the Zurich

policy. (Exh. 66D, p. 2 ("Current Status")). Their request was also referred to Zurich's coverage

counsel, Taylor Duane Barton & Gilman LLP, for review and analysis. {Id.) Between August

2002 and December 2002, coverage counsel worked to gather necessary documentation from

Penske, DLS and Zalewski, and analyzed Zurich's coverage obligations. Although it did not

obtain all the necessary documents, counsel's analysis of Zruich's defense obligations was

completed and furnished to Zurich in mid-December 2002, roughly four months after Zurich

^ As John Chaney of Crawford explained during his deposition, coverage forPenske, DLS and Mr. Zalewski did
not become an issue "until suit was filed and people started asking for defense and indenmificatioa." (Exh. 73
(Chaney Depo.), p. 168, 11 2-18). Prior to the commencenuent of litigation against thei- policyfaolders, liability
insurers do not customarily seek out other potential toitfeasois for whom to provide a defense, since fiiose
tortfeasorsmay well have their own insurance coverage protecting against liabilities. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 96).
Hie custom and practice in the industry is for the insurer to wait until suit is filed to determine whether, in &ct, the
primary insurer owes a duty to defend any diird parties.
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received notice of the Rhodes family's claims. (Exh. 67, Bates ZA0583, 1/16/03 entry). Under

the circumstances, the four months it took was well within anacceptable range in the insurance

industry. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 99-100) Zurich, through its coverage counsel, subsequently

sent letters to Penske, DLS and Mr. Zalewski explaining that it would defend them subject to a

reservation of rights to disclaim indemni^ coverage. Thereservations of rights were predicated

on the potential availability of other primary insurance for DLS, Mr. Zalewski and Penske, the

potential impact of those policies on Zurich's indemnity obligation, and theneed to gather such

policies. (Exhs. 105 & 106).

Plaintiffs suggest that Zurich should have resolved anycoverage issues relating to DLS,

Mr. Zalewski and Penske within 30 days, without the assistance of counsel, throu^ a simple

review of the Zurich policy. As insurance expert KarlMaser explained, however, this was not a

simple, run-of-the-mill coverage analysis; there were several factors that necessitated review by

qualified Massachusetts coverage counsel. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 97-99). For instance, to

determine whether Penske, DLSandMr.Zalewski werecovered under theZurich policy, it was

necessary to carefully examine the business contracts between those parties and GAF to

determine the extent to which those contracts mightimpact the respective insurance obligations.

(Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 98). In addition, the policy form—a Massachusetts-specific,

statutorily-mandated Business Auto form—contained non-standard coverages, terms and

conditions. {Id.) It was prudent and consistent with good claim handling practices for Mr.

Mclntosh (a Florida-based employee responsible for oversight of TPA-handled claims in

numerous states) to obtain die assistance of a coverage lawyer familiar with Massachusetts law

and the unique coverage form in question. {Id.\ Tr. Day 12 (Cormack), p. 41). In short, Mr.
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Kinakos' opinion that Zurich took an unreascuiable amount of time to determine Penske,

DLS and Zalewski were entitled toadefense under the Zurich policy holds no water.

2. Throoghout 2002,Plaintiffs' counselprovided no
documentation concerningMarcia Rhodes' injuries or
treatment with Crawford, the insurers or defense counsel and,
in fact, ignored a request for such information.

PlaintifEs' contention thatZurich's investigation andevaluation of damages and its tender

ofpolicy limits to AIGDC wore delayed by its efforts to resolve coverage issues was notbome

out by the evidence presented at trial. What the evidence did reveal was a calculated refusal on

the part ofPlaintiffs' counsel toprovide even basic information to the insurers concemihg Mrs.

Rhodes' injuries, treatment andprognosis.

Throu^out2002, Crawford's investigation of the Plaintiffs' damages was hampered by a

lack of cooperation onthe part of PlaiDtiffs' counsel. On or about January 2002, Mr. Chaney

telephoned Fred Pritzker and requested, among otihier things, information and documentation

concerning Marcia Rhodes' injuries and condition. (Exh. 73 (Chaney Depo.), p. 61,11. 1-13; p.

130,1. 3 - p. 131,1. 17). Anexperienced personal injury attorney, Mr. Pritzker was acutely

aware that Crawford needed such information in order to administer and evaluate the claims.

Based on that fact, Mr. Chaney feltno need tomake follow-iq) requests. (Id., p. 166,11.4-13).

By April 2002, Mr. Pritzker's law firm had amassed hundreds of pages of medical

records and bills fi"om Mrs. Rhodes' health care providers, and collected reams of additional

^ Because Mr. Pritzicer elected not to testify on his clients' behalf on matters other than litigation costs, the only
evidence of what he and Mr. Chaney said during their telephcme conversation in January 2002 is Mr. Chaney's
sworn deposition testimony and electronic claim notes. In his examinatioiis of several witnesses, Mr. Pritzker
pointed out that Mr. Chaney failed to memorialize his request for damages-relateddocumentation in his electronic
claimnotes, as if to suggestthat the absence of a written record of that request proves that no such requestwas
made. The Court should draw no suchinference because, as Mr. Chaney etqtlained during Ms deposition, he "did
notand couldn'tpossibly document everysinglewordof everyconversation at everytum in the road on a case. It's
justtoovoluminous. It would be to tiiepoint ofbeing crippling. Youcouldn'tdo yourjob if you wrote every single
word thatevertookplace." (Exh. 73 (Chaney Depo.), p. 1(S7.) Moreover, Plaintiff havegiven tinsCourt no reason
to doubt the veracityofMr. Chaney's sworntestimony on this or any o&er subject.
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records in the ensuing nine months. (Tr. Day 6(Patten), pp. 57-61; Exh. 130 (Production Log)).

Nevertheless, between January 2002 and January 2003, Mr. Pritzker and his colleagues did not

send Crawford a single medical record, a single medical bill or any other document relating to

Plaintifife' claimed dannages. (Exh. 73 (Chaney Depo.), p. 166, U. 4-13; p. 184,11.2-16).^® Given

counsel's decision not to share documentation ofPlaintiffs' alleged damages with Crawford, the

suggestion that Crawford or Zurich should have been more diligent in evaluating Plaintiffs'

alleged damages (at least between August 2002 through January 2003) issimply absurd.

3. The evidence do^ not support Plaintiffs' allegation that
Zurich's attempts to identifysourcesof other primary
insurance for DLS ^d Mr. Zalewskl delayed its tender of
policy limits to AIGDC.

Plaintiffs maintain, and their expert witness has opined, that Zurich's attempts to

determine whether DLS, Mr. Zalewskl and Penske maintained their own policies of liability

insurance diverted Zurich's attention ftom the investigation, evaluation and disposition of

Plaintifis' claims and ultimately delayed theresolution of the Underlying ActidiL (Tr. Day 10

(Kinakos), pp. 123-26). Once again, it appears that Mr. Kiriakos failed to consider the facts

when formulating his opinions.

It is axiomatic that Zurich owed a duty to its policyholder, GAP, to ascertain whether

Penske, DLS andMr. Zalewskl had theirown policies of automobile liability insurance and, if

PlaintifFs' counsers decisioii to withhold suchrecords andto maintain con^lete "radiosilence" withCrawford in
the first twelve months after Mrs. Rhodes^ auto accident is flatly inconsistent with Plaintifis' professed desire to
resolve their tortclaims without the need for liti^tion. Where claimants and their counsel are truly interested in
settling claims short oflitigation, fliey cooperate with insurance adjusters and share information conceniing damages
with the expectation of negotiating a settlement that will putmoney in the claimants' hands early onin the process.
(Tr. Day 15 (Masear), pp. 127-28). Obviously, that was not the spirit in whichBrown Rudnickhandled Plaintiffs'
claims in the underlying action. To thecontrary, in an interview published in Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly in
January 2005, Mr. Prit^er made it clearthathisandMs* Pinkbara's strategy was to gettheRhodes &mily's claims
into suit (so as to get the prejudgment interestclock ticking) and to aggressively litigate the case and reachtrial as
early as possible. (Exh. 120,p. 2). This would certainlyexplain why Mr. Pritzker did not communicatea settlement
demand to defense counsel until August 2003—more than 13 monflis after he had filed suit on behalf of his clients
3t)d19months after Mrs. Rhodes was injured.
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so, what the limits of such insurance were. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 102-03). This inquiry was

critical for two reasons. First, it was quite possible that a policy maintained by Penske or DLS

would provide primary coverage for GAF (as an additional insured), thereby rendering GAF's

insurance policy withZurich excess. (M, pp. 104-05); Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), p. 141), Second,

even if the analysis revealed that GAF's policy provided primary coverage for GAF, Penske,

DLS and hdx. Zalewski, it was possiblethat anyprimarycoverage that DLS or Penskehad would

be shared on a pro rata basis with the Zurichpolicy. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 104-05; Tr. Day

12 (Kiriakos), pp. 6-12). In either scenario, the availability of other insurance had the potential

to substantially affect whether and the extent to which GAF's $2 million policy was exposed.

(Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 103; Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), p. 132-33).^^ The uncertainty regarding the

existence and impact ofother insurance was the basis for Zurich's decision to fond the defense of

Penske, DLS and Mr. Zalewski subject to a reservation ofrights. (Exh. 105, pp. 6-7; Exh. 106,

p. 7; Tr, Day 4 (Fuell), p. 71). Zurich did not withdraw its reservation of rights as to that issue

before tendering its policy limits to AIGDC. (Tr. Day 4 (Fuell), pp. 121-22).

Consistent with industry custom and practice, Zurich delegated to its coverage counsel,

Taylor Duane Barton & Oilman, die tasks of identifying other sources ofprimary coverage and,

if such coverage was found, analyzing the so-called "other insurance" clauses of those policies

and the Zurich policy under Massachusetts law to determine their impact on Zurich's obligations.

^ It was reasonable for Zoiich to expect that Penske would have its own coverage given Penske's size and the
general rule that *'flie coverage follows die vehicle." (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 103-05). Sirailarly, it was reasonable
to anticipate that DLS would have insurance to protect it and its drivers against liability given the nature of its
business. {Id., pp. 103-104). The &ct that General Star Indenmity Company had contacted Zurich's coverage
counsel and identified itself as DLS's excess auto liability insurer provided yet another ba^ to believe DLS would
have primary insurance to protect against this type ofloss. (Tr. Day 11 (Kiriakos), pp. 131,133),
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Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. (Tr. Day 13 (Cormack), p. 41).^^ On a number ofoccasions duxing the

period September 2002 to August 2003, Zurich's coverage counsel wrote to DLS's private

counsel, DLS's assigned defense counsel (Morrison Mahoney), Penske andotherparties seeking

documentation of any primary insurance maintained by Penske, DLS and Mr. Zalewski. (Tr.

Day 15 (Maser), p. 105-06; Tr. Day 12 (Kiriakos), pp. 13-20); Exhs. 105, 106, 108, 109).

Coverage counsel received little cooperation, however.^^ Indeed, DLS's private counsel, Steven

Leary, actually rejused to share information concerning DLS's insurance program. (Exh. 67,

Bates No. ZA0583; Tr. Day 12 ^riakos), pp. 16-18).^ Consequently, the extent to which

Zurich's policy would contribute as primary insurance remained unclear until November 2003, at

which time Kathleen Fuell received Crawford's Liability Transmittal Letter dated November 13,

2003. (Tr. Day 4 (Fuell), p. 147; Tr. Day 2 (Mills), pp. 137, 150; Exh. 66L). In that report,

Crawford noted that, due to an parent error by DLS's insurance agent, DLS did not maintain a

policy ofprimary auto liability insurance. (Exh. 66L, p. 2 ("Remarks" section").

At trial, Plaintififs presented no evidence suggesting that Zurich waited for the results of

its cormsel's "other insurance" investigation before attempting to evaluate Plaintiffs' damages.

Indeed, the evidence showed that coverage counsel's investigation proceeded independently and

on a sq}arate *'track" from Zurich's r^ated efforts to gather ^ropriate documentation of the

Plaintiffs' damages. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 106-07). Thus, Mr. Kiriakos' opinion that

^ Even Plaintiffs' expert acknowledged tbat die analysis ofcoropedng "otberinsurance" clauses and computation of
the pro rata shares of two or more prinoiy insurers are coir^lex matters that diould be undertaken by a coverage
attorney. (Tr. Day 12 (Kiriakos), pp. 10-11).

^ Thou^ Plaintiffs' expert suggested that Zurich's coverage counsel should have a^ed GAP forcopies ofpolicies
maintained by Penske, DLS and Mr. 2^ewski, he admitted on cross-examination that he was aware of no evidence
suggesting diat.GAF actually possessed copies ofsuch policies. (Tr. Day 12 (Kiriakos), iq>. 48-49).

^ Plaintiffs' expert opined that based cm DLS's refusal toprovide this critical informaticHi, Ziurichi had every right to
disclaim covaage to DLS. (Tr. Day 12 (Kiriakos), p. 19). In good faith, however, Zurich "steiqied iqi" once again
and defended DLS and Mr. Zalewski, subject toa reservation ofrights onthe issue ofother insurance. (M; Exh.
105).
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Zurich's attempts to identify sources ofoth«r insurance distracted the company from its efforts to

investigate damages and dispose ofthe Plaintiffs' claims is utterly baseless.

in. WHEN LIABILITY AND DAMAGES BECAME REASONABLY CLEAR,
ZURICH TOOK PROMPT AND APPROPRIATE STEPS TO EFFECTUATE
SETTLEMENT OF PLAINTIFFS' CLAIMS.

As the Court acknowledged inits Consolidated Memorandum and Order on Defendants'

Motionsfor Summary Judgment, Zurich did not have the ability to effectuate settlement of the

Plaintiffs' tort claims within its $2 million policy limits because Plaintiffs were never willing to

accept $2 million orless in exchange for a release. {Consolidated Order at5). Where, as here, it

becomes reasonably clear to a primary liability insurer that a claimant has sustained damages

having a value in excess of the primary limits, the primary insurer must attempt to "effectuate

settlement" by informing the excess insurer that the piimaiy layer is fully exposed and getting

the excess insurer involved in an effort to achieve agilobal settlement ofthe claim. (Tr. Day 15

(Maser), pp. 132-135). This is precisely what Kathleen Fuell ofZurich did when liability and

damages in excess of$2 million became reasonably clear in late November 2003. {Id., pp. 135-

136). Accordingly, therewasno violation of Chapter 176D.

A. Zurich's Notice that it would tender its policy limits to AIGDC on
November 19,2003 was a proper effort to effectuate settlement

On November 19, 2003, Mrs. Fuell participated in a conference call with employees of

GAF, gap's insurance broker, GAF's defense counsel, Gregory Deschenes, AIGDC Complex

Director Nicholas Satriano, and others, to discuss the merits of the claims and defenses in the

Underlying Action, and to plan a strategy for moving the case into a settlement posture,

including mediation. (Tr. Day 4 (Fuell), pp. 85-86, 88; Tr. Day 3 (Fuell), p. 124), During that

teleconference, there was a consensus that it would take more than $2 million to settle the

Rhodes family's tort claims. (Tr. Day 7 (Deschenes), p. 92). Kathleen Fuell understood, based
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on statements made by defense counsel during that teleconference, that Plaintifife' counsel had

indicated that Plaintiff would not participate in mediation unless an offerof at least $5 million

were "on the table." (Id., pp. 88-89; Tr. Day 3 (FueU), p. 121; Exh. 13). In view of that

information, and based on her evaluation and verification ofthe records contained in the demand

paclcage, Mrs. Fuellcommitted to seekauthority from her superiors to tender Zurich's$2million

policy limite to AIGDC for its use in settlemait discussions with the Plaintiffs. (Tr. Day4

(FueU), pp. 85-87; Exh. 13)

By announcing that shewouldseekto tender Zurich's policylimits to AIGDG, Mrs. Fuell

properly putAIGDC onnotice thatanysettlement of theRhodes family's claims would require a

contribution from National Union. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), p. 136). The testimony of AIGDC

Complex Director Nicholas Satriano confirms that fact Mr. Satriano testified that he understood

during die teleconference fiiat Zurich, GAF's defense counsel and GAF's insurance broker were

'teaching up" to AIGDC and asking it to get involved in the case and contribute to a global

settlement. (Tr. Day 7 (Satriano), pp. 143-44; Tr.Day 9, p. 45). Mr. Satriano flirther explained

that he recognized this as AIGDC's opportunity to become "fully involved" in the case and

indicated during that teleconference that he was going to "get to work on this file." (Tr. Day 8

(Satriano), p. 84).

True to his word,Mr. Satriano "mobilized" and took a numbea* ofsteps to assume control

ofthe caseduring and immediatelyfoUowing the November19,2003 teleconference. (Tr. Day 9

(Satriano), pp. 45-46). During the teleconference, Mr. Satriano requested GAF's defense

counsel and Crawford to provide thdr respective files. (Tr. Day 8 (Satriano), pp. 83-84; Tr. Day

7 (Deschenes), pp. 39-40). He received those materials within "a week or two" after the

teleconference and reviewed them. (Tr. Day 8 (Satriano), pp. 89-92). Additionally, in December
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2003, Mr. Satriano selected and "associated in"his own counsel, Campbell, Campbell, Edwards

& Conroy (the "Campbell Firm"), to assist in the defense of GAP. By February 2004, Mr.

Satriano felt he had eveiyttog he needed to complete his investigation of the claim, and was

well onhisway to doing so. (Tr. Day 9 (Satriano), p. 33-34). Insummary, after Zurich"reached

up" to AIGDC and NationalUnion during the November 19,2003 conference Mr. Satriano

did everythmg he could to leam about the facts of the case, evaluate thecase, and develop what

he thou^t was the best tactical strategy to move the case toward resolution. {Id,, pp. 46-47).

There can be no doubt that the steps Kathleen Fuell took to "effectuate settlanent" on November

19, 2003 were not onlyconsistent with industry custom and practice, but also accomplished her

overarching goal of getting the excess insurer actively engaged in a global effort to settle the

case. (Tr. Day 4 (Fuell),p. 140;Tr. Day 5 (Fuell), pp. 48-49).

B. Zurich's oral tender on January 23,2004 was effective and consistent
with industry custom and practice.

On January 23,2004, whileMr. Satriano was in the midstofworking with the Campbell

Firm and reviewing die materials provided by Crawford and Nixon Peabody, Kathleen Fuell

contacted him and formally offer«i Zurich's $2 million policy limits to AIGDC. (Tr. Day 4

(Fuell), pp. 89-91, 106; Tr. Day 9 (Satriano), pp. 44-45). During that telephone conference, Mr.

Satriano inquired whether it wasZurich's position that its dutyto defend wasextinguished by the

tender. He also declined to accqpt the policy limits tender because it was not in writing. (Tr.

Day 9 (Satriano), p. 125) Mrs. Fuell agreed to review the Zurich policy and address Mr.

Satriano's question about the defenseobligation. (Tr. Day 3 (Fuell),pp. 106-107) Nevertheless,

based on the January 23, 2004, telephone call with Mrs. FueU, Mr. Satriano clearly understood

that AIGDC "had the Zurich $2 million to work with in making any offer ofsettlement," and that

'Vhatever [AIGDC] offered [it] could rely upon the $2 million...." (Tr. Day 9 (Satriano), pp.
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44-45). Thus, Zurich's oral tender ofits policy limits was effective and consistent with industry

custom and practice, even tiiough it was not accompanied by a firm statement of Zurich's

position regarding the duty todefend. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp. 136,139-40).

Plaintiffs have suggested that Zurich improperly delayed the tender of itspolicy limits to

AIGDC. This argument is not only factually unsupportable, it is illogical. Since the Zurich

policy provides that a tender of policy limits extinguishes Zurich's obligation to fund the

insured's defense, there was absolutely no econoinic or other incentive for Zurich to delay the

tender in this situation, nor have Plaintiffcome forth with any evidence of such a delay. (Exh.

61, Bates No. BMCA 0080, §A(CovCTage)). To the contrary, as insurance expert Karl Maser

explained, Zurich had a strong financial incentive to tender its limits as soon as liability and

damages in excess of its$2millionbecame reasonably clear. (Tr. Day15(Maser), 136-139).

Nor is there merit to Plaintiffs' contention that Ziuich's failure to send AIGDC a letter^'

confirming the tender and explaining its position regarding its duty to defendbefore March 29,

2004 hampered AIGDC's investigation orevaluation of liability or the Plaintif&' damages.^^ As

discussed above,Nick Satriano of AIGDC took an activerole in managmg the Rhodes case after

the Novanber 19, 2003 conference call. In December 2003, January 2004 and February 2004,

Satriano was working wifii the Campbell firm, andwas reviewing materials provided by defense

counsel and Crawford. By February 2004, he had all he needed to complete his investigation.

Inan email to Mr. Satriano dated February 13,2004,Kathleen Fuell conflniKd Zurich'stender of itspolicy limits.
(Exh. 117, Bates No. ZA0756) ("A few weeks ago, 1 called you to advise that we fZurich] were offering up our
$2,000,000 policy limits under the business auto policy for GAF/Building Materials.'*). Apparently, anelectronic
communication of the Zurichteinier was not good enough for Mr. Satriano, even thoughAIGDC had no con5>any
policy requiring its personnel to insist on formal written tenders from primary insurers. (Tr. Day7 (Satriano), p.
158).

Since she is not an attomey, Kathleen Fuell wisely sought die assistance of qualified Massachusetts coverage
counsel to detennine whefrier Zurich had an ongoing defense obligation under the Policy and Massachusetts law.
Afler recent of the advice she needed, Ms. Fuell immediately wrote and dispatched the March 29, 2004 letter to
AIGDC. (Exh. 33, BatesNos.ZA0950-095I; Tr.Day7 (Fuell), pp. 113-14; Tr.Day 15(Maser), p. 141).
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Notably, Zurich's alleged delay in providing a statement of its position regarding the defense

obligation did notstop Mr. Satriano from convening in a critical March 5,2004 strategy meeting

with Mr. Conioy, Greg Deschenes and GAF employees (and without Mrs. Fuell) during which

the valuation of the Rhodes family's damages, strategies for settling the case (including

mediation), and thepotential need for additional discovery were discussed and debated. (Tr. Day

8 (Satriano), pp. 12-13). Thus, whatever imcertainty existed in the mind of Mr. Satriano as to

whether Zurich would eventually relinquish its defense obligation, it did not impact his ability to

evaluate the Plaintiffe' damages and move the case toward resolution.

C. The insurers' disagreement regarding the funding ofGAF's defense
did not have any effect on the ultimate resolution of the Underlying
Action.

Finally, Plaintiffr and their expert witness have suggested that a disagreement between

AIGDC and Zurich ov«: which insuim:, if either, would fund the defense of GAF after Zurich

tendered its policy limits delayed the resolutionofthe "tender issue" and the ultimate disposition

of the Underlying Action. (Tr. Day 10 (Kiriakos), pp. 135-36). This contention bears no

relationship to the evidence pres^ted at trial. To be sure, an issue did arise as to whether Zurich

or National Unionwould fundthe defense of GAF and the otherPersonal InjuryDefendants after

Zurich tendered its policy limits. A gap existed in GAF's insurance program because, (i) under

the Zurich policy, a tender of die policy proceeds extinguished Zurich's duty to defend the

insured; and (ii) AJGDC's policy did not include a defense obligation. (Tr. Day 15 (Maser), pp.

139-140; Tr. Day 12 (Kiriakos), pp. 21-23). However, the disagreement over which insurer was

to fund the defense did not arise until the end ofMarch 2004 (more than two months after Zurich

had tendered its policy limits to AIGDC) and lasted a mere foicr days. Zurich did not articulate

its position on the issue until Kathleen Fuell sent her March 29, 2004 letter to Richard
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Mastronardo of AIGDC (Mr. Satriano'ssuccessor). (Tr. Day 4 (Fuell), p. 94-95). In that letter,

Mrs.Fuell informed AIGDCthat Zurich wouldcease funding the defenseofGAF and the other

defendants. (Exh. 33). On March 31, 2004, AIGDC rejected Zurich's tender and took the

position that GAF would be required to fund its own defense. (Exh. 34). On April 2, 2004,

Kathleen Fuell sentanemail to GAF and itscoverage counsel explaining that, "althou^ wehave

tendered the policy limits and offeredto pay the money to AIG to deposit in an escrow accoimt,

we will continue to provide a defense to Building Material Corporation of America for this

action." (Exh. 118).^^ Thus, the disagreement which began on March 29, 2004 ended a mere

fourdays later, when Zurich "steppedup" for the benefit of its policyholder. Any argument that

this four-day dispute impeded AIGDC's investigation or evaluation of the Plaintiffs' tort claims

is a fiction.

D. Since AIGDC was not ready to contribute to a settlement offer by
March 2004, Zurich authorized an offer of its policy limits.

During the November 19, 2003 conference call, Kadileen Fuell of Zurich informed Mr.

Satriano of AIGDC of her belief that a contribution ofNational Union's policyproceeds would

be needed to effectuate a global settlement of the Plaintiffs' claims. At that time, AIGDC

declined to contribute. (Tr. Day 7 (Satriano), p. 128) Not long after that confo'aice call, Mrs.

Fuell formally tendered Zurich's policy limits to AIGDC and had other communications with

Mr. Satriano. At no time during that period, however, did AIGDC accept Zurich's tender or

conunit to contributing excess insurance proceeds to a settlement offer. (Tr. Day 8 (Satriano) p.

10; Tr. Day 9 (Satriano) pp. 44-45; Exhs. 33, 36, 117). Lacking a commitment ftom AIGDC,

Zurich did the only other thing it could do to effectuate settlement: it authorized GAF's defense

Incidentally, Plaintiffs' ejtpal; Mr. Kiiiakos, testified that this was precisely what industry custom and practice
required Zurich to do in these circumstances: put aside its differences with excess insurer so that the excess
insurer could move toward a resolution offlie Underlying Action. (Tr. Day 12 (Kinakos), pp. 24-25).
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counsel to offerits ftill $2 million poUcy limit to Plaintifife in exchange for a release. That offer

was immediately communicated to andrejected by Plaintiffs' counsel. (Tr. Day7 (Deschenes),

pp. 95,105). These further efforts byZurich are a further reflection of its good ^th approach to

the Rhodes' family's claims.

IV. NO PLAINTIFF HAS PROVEN THAT HE OR SHE SUFFERED A

COGNIZABLE LOSS

A plaintiff seeking relief under Chapter 93A, § 9 must prove that ^e suffered some

actual, cognizable loss as a consequenceofthe defendant's alleged unfair or dec^tive practice.

Hershenaw, 445 Mass, at 798 (afSrming judgment for defendant where plaintiffs failed to

demonstrate they suffered economic or nqneconomic loss). The loss may be economic (i.e., a

loss of money or property), or non-economic, as in the case of a personal injtuy or severe

emotional distress. Id, at 799-800. Absent proof ofa loss (as opposedto simply the invasionof

a legally protected interest), not even statutory damages of $25.00 are recoverable. Id. at 799,

n.l8.

In December 2006, this Court correctly predicted that the Plaintiffs would have difficulty

establishing that they suffered an actual loss as a consequence of Zurich and AIGDC's alleged

failure to effectuate settlement of their tort claims. Consolidated Memorandum and Order on

Defendants' Motionfor SummaryJudgment, p. 5. Plaintiffs' principal obstacle to proving a loss

is the fact that the Plaintifife collectively recovered $11.8 million in the Underlying Action—

approximately 50% more than they were willing to accq>t to settle the case in August 2004,

Another barrier is the principle that precludes Plaintiffs firom recovering dama^ in this action

for which they were already compensated in the Underlying Action. Id.

Based on the evidence at trial, it appears that Plaintiffs seek to recover three categories of

damages against the defendants. First, Plaintiffs claim economic damages comprised of, (i)
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$142,192.73 in costs allegedly incurred and paid in the Underlying Action; and (ii) "7 or

$800,000" in unpaid interest on the judgments in the Underlying Action. (Tr. Day 9 (H.

Rhodes), p. 108). Second^ Plaintifi& seekdamages for feelings ofanxiety, anger, frustration, and

embarrassment theyclaim to have ^perienced as a result of the litigation process andtrial. For

thereasons explained below, Plaintiffs are not entitled to recover anydamages against Zurich.

A. Plamtiffs have not proven an economic loss attributable to Zurich's
conduct

Ironically, Plaintiffs' success in the Underlying Action stands as an obstacle to recovery

in this action. The record evidence firmly establishes that from the date of Mrs. Rhodes'

accident through at leastthe first dayoftrial, Plaintiffs werewilling to settle theirclaims against

the Personal hijury Defendants for a payment of $8 million. {See Section lA. supra) By taking

their case to verdict. Plaintiffsultimately recovered $11.8 million—^nearly 50% more than fhey

would have accepted in settlement. (Tr. Day 9 (H. Rhodes), p. 108). Having recovered $3.8

million more through trial than they would have received in a settlement with the insurers.

Plaintiffs caimot reasonably claim they suffered any economic loss due to the insurers' alleged

failure to effectuate a prompt, fair and equitable settlement.

B. Plaintiffs waived anyclaim tostatutory costs andaccrued pre^
judgment interest when they settled their claims with AIGDC and
filed a Satisfaction ofJudgment in the Underlying Action.

On September 28, 2004, judgments entered in favor of each of the Plaintiffs in the

Underlying Action. The judgment for each Plaintiff included the amount of the jury's award,

statutory pre-judgmait interest of 12% from July 12,2002, and the Plaintiffs "costs of action."

(Exh. 72, pps. 19-20, Docket Entries 97, 98 and 99.) On October 12, 2004, Plaintiffs filed a

Request for Post-Judgment Costs, together with the Affidavit ofM. Frederick Pritzker, wherein

they requested the Superior Court to award them costs totaling $54,057.37. (Exh. 229). The
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costs included manyof the itemsforwhichPlaintii^ sedk recovery in this action, such as filmg

fees, fees forservice ofprocess, expert fees andcostsassociated with depositions. {Id.).

hi Jime 2005, while AIGDC's appeal of the judgments and Plaintiffs' Request for Postr

Judgmeat Costs were pending. Plaintiffs and AIGDC reached a settlement, the terms of which

were memorialized in Mr. Pritzker's letter to Warren Nitti of AIGDC dated June 3,2005. (Exh.

60). Pursuant to the agreement, (i) National Union was to pay Plaintiffs a total of$8,965,000 in

three installments; (ii) AIGDC was to immediately withdraw its appeal on behalf of the

defendants; (iii) upon receipt of the final installment, Plamtif& agreed to file a "Judgment

Satisfied" with die Court "thereby ending the case"; and (iv) Plaintiffs expressly reserved fi-om

the settlement agreement the right to pursue their Ch^ter 176D/93A claims against AIGDC and

National Union. {Id.) Mr. Nitti countersigned the agreement on behalf ofNational Union and

AIGDC on June 3,2005. (Jd.) Pursuant to the settlement agreement. National Union dismissed

its appeal and made the three payments to the Plaintiffs. (Exh. 72, p. 24, Docket Entry No. 128).

On Septanber 7, 2005, after AIGDC made its final payment. Plaintiffs filed a Satisfaction of

Judgments witii the Norfolk Superior Court in which they asserted that "the judgments which

entered after Jury verdict on Sqrtember 28, 2004 have been satisfied in full." (Exh. 21

(emphasis added); Exh. 72, p. 24, Docket Entry No. 129).

By filing the Satisfaction of Judgments, Plaintiffs waived their right to any taxable costs

they incurred in the Underlying Action, including all costs requested in their Request for Post-

Judgment Costs. Waiver is a voluntary relinquishment of a known right. Attorney General v.

Industrial National Bank ofRhode Island, 380 Mass. 533,537 n.4 (1980). The Request for Post-

Judgment Costs reflects Plaintiffs' awareness of their right to recover all taxable costs. In an

effort to avoid an appeal of the judgments. Plaintiffs reached a compromise with AIGDC.
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Through that compromise, and the Satisfaction of Judgments filed pursuant thereto, Plaintiflfe

voluntarily relinquished their right to recover such costs. Plaintiffs* coirasel admitted the same

at trial. (Tr. Day16 (Pritzker), Day 16, pp. 25-26). Having given up their right to recover such

costs,Plaintif& cannotreasonablyclaim them as damages in this action.

PlaintifiEs' claim for any unpaid pre-judgment interest that accrued in the Underlying

Action fails for thesame reason. Asa threshold matter, PlaintifTs failed toprove at trial that any

of thepre-judgment interest awarded by theSuperior Court remains unpaid, nordid they attempt

to quantiiysuchinterest In fwjt, the only evidence concerning unpaidinterestis HaroldRhodes'

testimony that"we had to giveup 7 or $800,000 to settle [with AIG]." (Tr. Day 9 (H. Rhodes),

p. 108). Thus, the Court could only speculate as to whether Plaintiffs' suffered a loss of pre-

judgment interest. Even if the evidence supported a claim for such interest, however, the

Plaintiffs have clearly waived the right to recover it. Having settled wifli AIGDC and

represented to the Norfolk Superior Court that the judgments that entered in September 2004

(and included statutory interest) were "satisfied in full," Plaintifife voluntarily relinquished the

right to recover any inters

C. Plaintiffs cannot recover any accrued post-judgment interest from
Zurich because Zurich is not responsible for the accrual of that
interest

Though it is not clear firom any of their submissions to this Court, it iqrpears that

Plaintiffsalso claim that Zurich deprivedthem ofapproximately $700,000 to $800,000 in unpaid

post-judgment interest on tiie judgments that entered in September 2004. Even if Plaintiffs had

put forfli evidence sufficient to enable the Court to calculate unpaid post-judgment interest,

Zurich cannot be held liable for that interest because the interest accrued, if at all, because at
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AIGDC's request National Union filed a Notice of Appeal of the judgments was filed and

National Union didnotpayPlaintiflFs thebalance ofthejudgments until September 2005.

On or about December22, 2004, Zurich paid Plaintiffi the sum of$2322,995.75,which

consisted of its $2 million policy limit plus accrued post-judgment interest on the underlying

judgments from the datejudgment entered through December 22, 2004. (Exh. 128, p. 1). This

payment was made pursuant to the Policy's Supplementary Payments provision, which states as

follows:

A. COVERAGE
« * «

2. COVERAGE EXTENSIONS

a. Supplementary Payments. In addition to the Limit of
Insurance, we will pay for the "insured":

(6) all intarest on the frill amoimt of any judgment that
accmes after entry of the judgment in any "suit" we
defend, but our duty to pay interest ends when we
have paidy offered to pay or dqjosited in court the
part of the judgment that is within our Limit of
Insurance.

(Exh. 61, Bates No. BMCA 0070). Since AIGDC and National Union had filed a Notice of

Appeal in October 2004, Zurich had no legal obligation to make this payment By issuing the

payment when it did, however, Zurich t^minated any obligation under the Policy to pay for

post-judgment interest. Any post-judgment intra-est that accrued after December 22, 2004 and

before National Union paid its final installment to Plaintiffr pursuant to the settlement agreement

of June 2005 was the responsibility of National Union, the excess insurer. (Exh. 69, Bates No.
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001972).^ Since Zurich had no obligation to pay post-judgment interest that accrued after

December 22, 2004, and since any such interest accrued due to AIGDC and Plaintiffs' inability

toreach a final settlement, Zurich cannot beheld liable foranysuch accrued interest.^^

D. Plaintiffs are not entitled to recover non-statutory costs allegedly
chained by Brown Rudnick Berlack & Israels.

Having claimed litigation costs as damages in this action. Plaintiffs bear the burden of

proving not only the amount of such costs but also wten tte costs were incurrwl, who incurred

them, and that they were reasonable. Plaintiffs claim $142,192.73 in costs allegedly incurred

from the date that Brown Rudnick commenced repr^entation of the Plaintiffs in January 2002,

through December 31,2004. (Exh. 90, 91; Tr. Day 16 (Ihitzker), p. 18). In an attempt to prove

this element of damages, Plaintiffs offered "pro-forma" reports of costs incurred throu^out the

Underlying Action, as well as Mr. Pritzker's testimony that the costs charged and incurred were

reasonable. (Tr. Day 12 (J. Kelly), p. 54; Tr. Day 16 (Pritzker), p. 20).

A Chapter 93A plaintiff bears the burden of proving entitlement to damages, but

"damages cannot be recovered when they are remote, speculative, hypothetical and not within

the reahn of reasonable certainty." Kitner v. CTW Tramp., Inc., 53 Mass. App. Ct at 748.

Plaintiffe have not proven their alleged costs with a reasonable degree of certainty. First,

Plaintiffe have not shown that any of them actually paid any of the costs in question, and have

instead asked the Court to assume that they all paid some portion of those costs. Second, since

Plaintiffs did not identify with any certainty the dates on which certain "outside" expenses were

^ The insuring agreement betweenNatioiral Union aiMi GAF provides that

[W]e ^11 pay on behalfofdie Insured those sums in excess of the Retained Limit diat the Insured
becomes legally obligated to pay by reason ofliability inposed by law...because ofBodily Injury
that takes place during die Policy Period and is caused by an Occurrence Imppeniiig anjrwhere in
the world.

Plaintiffs' recovery of any accrued and uiqiaid post-judgment interest is also barred because they forefeited any
right to it when they conqiromised their claims AIGDC and National Union in order to avoid an appeal.
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incurred, the Court cannot reasonably ascertain which costs were incurred after liability and

damages became "reasonably clear" within the meaning of Chapter 176D, § 3(9)(0. Third,

Plaintiffs have failed in their effort to demonstrate that the costs allegedly incurred were

reasonable.^^

L No Plaintiffhas proven that he or she paid any of the costs
allegedly charged by Brown Rudnick.

Throu^out the course of this action. Plaintiffs have approached their claims as a joint

venture. As the Court is aware, however, the Plaintiffs had distinct tort claims against the

Personal Injury Defendants and, cons^uently, each must prove in this case diat the insurers'

alleged failure to effectuate a prompt, fair and equitable settlement of his or her claim caused

some form of damage. SeeHershenow, 445 Mass, at 798. Because each Plaintiff is claiming

costs as an element of bis or her con:q>ensatory damages in this action, each PlaintifiF had the

burden ofproving what costs he or she actually paid.

During trial, neitho: Marcia, Harold nor Rebecca Rhodes testified as to the amount of

costs, if any, he or she personally paid to Brown Rudnick. Plaintififs' counsel did call Janet

Kelly, a Brown Rudnick billingcoordinator, in an attempt to bolster the case for costs. During

cross-examination, however, Ms. Kelly candidly admitted that she did not know, and that there is

no way to determine, how much0fany) of the costsclaimed by Plaintiffo wereactually paidby

Harold Rhodesor by Rebecca Rhodesor by Marcia Rhodes. (Tr. Day 12 (J. Kelly), pp. 91-92).

Since Plaintiffs failed to present that information, the Court cannot determine with any degree of

certainty whether, for example, Marcia Rhodes actually paid her lawyers for any of the costs

claimed. It appears that Plaintifife expect the Court will assume that each of them paid some of

these costs. To draw such an inference would be an exercise in speculation. Squeri, 32 Mass.

In addition, and for the reasons explained in Section IV.B., supra, Plaintifife are not entitled to recover any of the
$54,057.37 in statutorycosts theyclaimto have incurredin the Underlying Action.
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App, Ct. at 209 ("While proofof damages does not require mathematical precision, it must be

based on more than mere speculation.") Having failed to meet their burden of proof. Plaintiffs

maynot recover any alleged non-statutory litigation costs againstZurich.

2. Plaintiffs presented no evidence that would enable the Court to
determine which costswere incurred after the point when
liability and damages became reasonably clear.

Even assuming the Court could rationally infer that any of the Plaintiffs paid costs to

Brown Rudnick, it cannot detonnine which of those costs are compensable as damages in tVtis

case. At best, Plaintifife would be entitled to recover onlythose costs incurred after the date on

which liability and damages became reasonably clear, as determined by the Couit. '̂ Plaintiffs'

evidence provides no reliable basis to make this determination, however.

Billing coordinator Janet KeUey testified that with respect to "outside" costs, that is,

those costs not incurred by using equipment in the Brown Rudnick office, she could not

determine when the costs were incurred, based on a review of the summary of costs marked as

Exhibit 91. (Tr. Day 12 (J. Kelley), pp. 55, 78), The date shown in the column next to each cost

entry in Exhibit 91 represents the date on which Brown Rudnick's Accounting department paid

the outside cost. {Id., p. 55). While there, was t^timony that Accounting ordinarily paid each

disbursement on the day a r«;eipt was received, it was up to the individual attorney to submit

receipts for "outside" costs for reimbursement, and there was no deadline for the submission of

suchreceipts. {Id.,pp. 72-73). Therefore, thepayment dates clearly do not correlate to the dates

on which the costs were actually incurred.

In overruling the Defendants' objection to Exhibits 90 and 91, the Court conunented that

this evidentiary deficiency impacts its weight, not its admissobility. {Id., pp. 69-70). Under the

Not suiprisin^y. Plaintiffs seek to recover costs incurred as fer back as January 2002—six months before they
even filed suit in the UnderlyingAction. Costs incurredbefore fee time when the Court determines liability became
reasonably clear are not conqiensable.
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circumstances, however, the Court should assign no wei^ to this evidence. While Ms. Kelley

testified that often times the description next to each cost aitry in Exhibit 91 includes

information firom which one could discern the date on which the cost was incurred, that is not

true, for all entries. (M, pp. 72-73). Indeed, some of the cost entries are actually multiple costs

that are"bundled" into a single disbursement. Anexample canbe found onpage 137 of Exhibit

91, where Mr. Pritzker was reimbursed $159.(K) for mileage, which amounts to roughly 397

miles of driving. (Tr.Day16 (Pritzker), p. 39). Without knowing the exact dateon which these

costs were incurred, the Court can only guess as the total amount ofcosts that were incurred after

the date on whichit deemsliabilitybecamereasonably clear.

3. Plaintiffs failed to establish the reasonableness of the costs for
which they seek to recover.

Plaintiffs failed to diow that the costs claimed were reasonable. Thou^ Plaintiffs

suggested oth«rwise, the feet is that a substantial volume of the costs and expenses in question

constitute law firm overhead. Exhibits 90 and 91 are replete with examples of such charges,

including "in-house" copying charges at a rateof $.20per page; faxes at a hefty $1.25 per page;

local and long distance telephone charges;^^ secretarial overtime; and something called "in-house

binding." (Exh. 90, 91).^^ Worse yet. Brown Rudnick appears to have billed the Plaintiffs for

Mr. Pritzker's personal cellular tel^hone airtime and long-distance charges, purportedly based

on an allocation model developedby, ofcourse,Mr. Pritzker. (Tr. Day 16 (Pritzker), pp. 29-31).

In an attempt to justify these charges, Pl^tiffs relied iq>on Mr. Pritzker to offer the

opinion that all of the costs were "fair and reasonable." (Id., p. 15). Among the costs Mr.

There was testimony at trial diat Brown Rudnick maintained a flat-rate telephone plan, but neverdielesscharged
clients the "Bell'' rates for long-distance calls. (Id, at 49). Tfaus^ at least some amount of the long distance calls
identified in Exhibit 91 constitute profit for Brown Rudnick.

There can be little doubt that Brown Rudnick profited from these charges, thou^ Mr. Pritzker tried to mask these
profits within the firm's "overhead." (Jd. at 48). Notably, Mr. Pritzker was forced to admit, in response to the
Court's questions, that profit is really just "a function ofthe way the accounting department accounts for it." (Id.)
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Pritzker felt it "fair and reasonable" to pass along tohis clients ware charges for Federal Express

deliveries to and firom his vacation home in Pahn Beach Gardens, Florida—deliveries thatwere

solely for the convenience ofMr. Pritzker. {Id., p. 43). Zurich has no intention ofoccupying the

Court's time with a line^item review of the unreasonable costs for which Plaintiffs seek

compensation. That is a task Plaintiffs have left to the Court. As the Court considers the

Plaintiffs' claim for costs, howevo", it should bear in mind the source of dieopinion regarding

the reasonableness of these charges. Since it was Mr. Pritzker and his law partners who

benefited from the alleged payment of these charges, and given the Plaintiffs' substantial

difficulty in proving any damagesthat would entitle than to relief against Zurich,Mr. Pritzker's

bias is obvious and, therefore, his testimonyshouldbe afforded no evidentiary weight. .

In conclusion, even if flie Court were inclined to devote hours of its time reviewing all

6,353 ofthe cost entries contained in Plaintiffs' 271-page "pro-forma" disbursement report (Exh.

91), the evidence regarding this component of damages is patently insufficient and unreliable.

Having failed to prove that any Plaintiff actually paid for such costs, that the costs in question

were reasonable or incurred aftar liability and damages became reasonably clear, no Plaintiff

should be compensated for them.

E. Plaintiffs are not entitled to damages for alleged emotional harm
because they failed to prove the essential elements of a claim for
intentional infliction of emotional distress.

It is well settled that Chapter 93A, § 9, permits recovery for personal injury losses, such

severe onotional distress. Herskenow, 445 Mass, at 798. Recovery for severe distress is

permitted, however, only where the elements of the torts of intentional infliction of emotional

distress or negligent infliction of emotional distress are satisfied. See Haddad v. Gonzalez, 410

Mass. 855,871-72 (1991); Hart v. GhMC Mortgage Corp., 246 B.R. 709, 111 (2000) (observing
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that a Ch^ter 93A plaintiff "must establish the elements required for the common law torts of

either intentional infliction ofemotional distress...or negligent infliction ofemotional distress.")

InHaddad v. Gonzalez, 410 Mass. 855, 871-72 (1991), the Supreme Judicial Court afBimed as

award of emotional distress damages to a Chapta- 93A plaintiff where the defendant landlord's

conduct was found to be intentional,/extreme and outrageous, and caused severe emotional

injury. In reaching itsconclusion, theCourt reasoned that.

In Leardi v. 5rown...we held that under the amended version of § 9(1), the
invasion of any legally protected right was compensable. In Maillet v. ATF-
Davidson, Co....we clarified that this included invasions in the form of injury to
the person....Because severe emotional distress is a form of personal injury,...it
would seem to follow that it is also compensable under § 9, if the injury is the
product ofa violation ofG.L. c. 93A, § 2.

Id. at 865 (emphasis added); seealso, Lingis v. Waisbren, 2006 WL 452942 (Mjks. Super, Ct.

(Suffolk), Feb. 25, 2006) (in legal malpractice action, court awarded damages under c. 93A for

intentionally inflicted and severe emotional distress, even in absence of separately count for that

tort).

By contrast, the court in Hart v. GhMCMortgage Corp. concluded that the while the

claimant had proven a C}h£q)ter 93A violation, he was not entitled to compensatory damages for

the anger, anxiety and frustrationhe experienced as a result of the defendant's unfair conduct. In

denying this relief, the court observed that.

More importantly, he did not prove either intentional or neglig^it infliction of
onotional distress, and, in the absence of reckless conduct or physical symptoms
sufficient to siq>port liability for these common law torts under Massachusetts
law, there can be no recovery for emotional distress under Chapter 93A. The
Court has found no case in which a plaintiff has recovered emotional distress
damages under Chapter 93A in the absence of proof of intentional infliction of
emotional distress. See Haddad v. Gonzalez, 410 Mass, at 870-72, 576 N.E.2d
658.

246 B.R, at 736.
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To be entitled to damages against Zurich for any speciesof allegedemotional harm, the

Plaintiffs were required to prove: (i) that foe emotional distress they experienced was "severe";

(ii) that Zurich intended to inflict severeemotional distress or knew or shouldhave known that

its conduct would likely cause such distress; (iii) that Zurich's conduct was extreme and

outrageous; and (iii) that Zurich's conduct did, in fact, cause each Plaintifi's alleged distress.

Haddad, 410 Mass, at 871. Plaintifls put forth no such evidence.

The evidence concerning foe PlaintifFs' respective emotional reactions to foe litigation

process, trial preparation and trial does not rise to the level of "severe emotional distress," i.e.,

distress of such a characterthat "no reasonable man couldbe expected to endureif" George v.

Jordan Marsh Co., 359 Mass. 244,254 (1971). For instance, Harold Rhodes and his brother, foe

Honorable Stephen Rhodes, provided foe following testimony regarding Harold's mental state at

various stages of foe underlying action: (i) Harold became "anxious" about foe litigation in

November2002 after Mr. Zalewski's criminal proceedings terminated (Tr. Day 9 (H, Rhodes),p.

112); (ii) he exhibited "increasing fiustration" with the legal process in 2002 and 2003, and

"anxiety" due to discovery undertaken in 2003 and foe production of the day-in-the-life video

(Tr. Day 5 (S. Rhodes), pp. 21, 23-24); (iii) he was angry about the initial $2 million offer he

received in March 2004 (Tr. Day 9 (H. Rhodes), p. 99); (iv) by foe end of2003, he began to feel

"concemed" and exhibited frustration about foe state of the family's finances, and by August

2004, he was "scared" about financial issues; (Id., pp. 113-114, 122; Tr. Day 5 (S. Rhodes), p.

29); (v) during foe course of foe mediation, his emotions went from "excited and as happy as 1

could possibly be" to 'Tiopeless," "depressed," and "outraged" after receipt ofthe first offer from

AIGDC (Tr. Day 9 (H. Rhodes), pp. 100,124-125); and (vi) during foe trial in September 2004,

he felt anger, frustration and sorrow when observing foe testimony of the defense life care
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planner and when observing his wife and daughter testify {Id., pp. 126-27; Tr. Day 5 (S.

Rhodes), p. 35-36). Even if HaroldRhodes could sqparate these ^notions fiom the emotional

turmoil he was esgseriencing in 20CG, 2003 and 2004 as a result of his wife's auto accident and

the tremendous upheaval inhislife, feelings offrustration, ango:^, anxiety and sorrow are feelings

that manypeople feel everyday. Thereis nothing"severe" aboutthem.

The same is true for the emotional reactions described by Marcia Rhodes and Rebecca

Rhodes. Rebecca Rhodes testified that she felt "nervous" whai her father told her she might

need to become involved in the litigation (though she did not say when he told her), "very

nervous" about testifying in a deposition, and "a little sad and...very nervous" when she testified

during trial. (Tr. Day 5 (R. Rhodes), pp. 123, 127, 135). Similarly, the principal "emotions"

Marcia Rhodes experienced during the course of the Underlying Action were disbelief, anger,

and embarrassment. Specifically, she testifiai that:

• she was in dKbelief and embarrassed that she had to respond to interrogatories in
Spring 2003; felt embarrassed, angry and "indignant" when she submitted to an
ind^endent medical examination in July 2004; and felt anger and disbelief that she
had to testify in a deposition in August 2004 (Tr. Day 6 (M. Rhodes), pp. 76, 78 83,
89);

• she was in disbelief and felt an invasion ofprivacy when she thought about the fact
that the case was not resolved in the two years following the accid^oit {Id.,p. 89);

• she reacted with disbeliefto news that the mediation was unsuccessful (M, p. 103);

• she felt angry and anxious when she learned that she and her daughter would have to
testify at trial {Id., pp. 102-04); and

• she was embarrassed during the trial when her lawyers chose to di^lay the day-in-
the-life video for the jury {Id.,pp. 110-111).

Even if the Court were to credit the Plaintiffs' testimony regarding their feelings, their

emotional reactions to simple discovery and other aspects of the litigation process are a cry

from the "severe" emotional distress that is required to recover such damages.
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Plaintiffs also failed to show that Ihe conduct of which they accuse Zurich—failing to

tender its policy hmits to AIGDC earlior—was undertaken intentionally orwith knowledge that

it would cause the Plaintifis any degree of emotional upset, much less extreme emotional

distress. As demonstrated in Section II.A, supra, above, during histime overseeing the Rhodes

family's tort claims, David Mclntosh of Zurich was attempting to gath^ information and

verifiable documentation that would put him in a position to properly evaluate the Plaintiffs'

injuries and damages. Unfortunately, medical documentation and other information Mr.

Mclntoshneeded to evaluate the case (including documents related to Mrs. Rhodes' future case

needs) did not arrive atZurich until after Kathleen Fuell assumed control of the file inSeptember

2003. Onee she reviewed thedemand package, however, Ms. Fuell took prompt and appropriate

steps to move the case quickly toward settlement, including a tender ofZurich'spolicy limits to

AIGDC. Plaintiffs have come forth with no evidmce whatsoever from which the Court could

rationally infer that Mr. Mclntosh orMs. Fuell intentionally refused or deliberately failed to take

earlier steps to effectuate settlement, or that either ofthem was aware or should have known that'

the company's fiiilure to tender its policy limits to the excess insurer earli^ was causing or

would cause severe emotional distress.

Finally, no aspect of Zurich's handling of or attempts to effectuate settlement of the

Rhodes family's claims could be reasonably described as "extreme and outrageous." The

Supreme Judicial Court has explained that this element of the common law tort is a 'principal

bulwark against excessively broad recovery...." Foley v. Polaroid Corp., 400 Mass. 82, 99

(1987). Liability cannot be predicated upon'"mere insults, indignities, threats, annoyances, petty

oppressions, or other trivialities." Id., citingRestatement (Second) Tort, § 46. Rather, liability

has been found "only where the conduct has bear so outrageous in character, and so extreme in
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degree, as to go beyond all possible bounds of decency, and to be regarded as atrocious and

utterly intolerable in a civilized conununity." Id.

If the evidence concerning Zurich's conduct in this case reveals anything, it is that its

employees, Kathleen Fuell and David Mclntosh, used their honest business judgment in

attempting to obtain, evaluate and verify documentation of the Plaintiffs' damages and

attempting to resolve all pertinent covaage and "other insurance" issues. Thus, even ifthe Court

were to identify flaws in Zurich's oversight of the Plaintiffe' tort claims, there is no basis to

concludethat its employees' conduct was atrociousor "beyond all possible bounds of decency."

Finally, the Plaintiffs cannot credibly argue that the acts of requesting the Plaintiffs to answer

interrogatories, requesting an independent medical examination, or requesting thatPlaintiffs give

depositions in the Underlying Action extreme or outrageous. Indeed, such discoveryis a

normal part of the litigation process—& fact which one of the femily's advisors. Judge Stephen

Rhodes, explained to them. (Tr. Day 5 (S. Rhodes), pp. 40-41).

hi an attempt to end-run the higih standard ofproofofa claim for intentional infliction of

emotional distress. Plaintiffs argued at summary judgment, and will no doubt contend in their

post-trial submission, that the Supreme Judicial Court's decision in C/egg v. Rnrier, 424 Mass.

413, authorizes recovery for the "fiustrations" of litigation even without proofofthe elementsof

a common law tort.^ Clegg saj« no such thing. The relevant passage fiom Clegg reads as

follows:

Wheth«- a settlement is eventually reached or nor, urgust delay subjects the
claimant to many of the costs and frustrations that are encountered when
litigation must be instituted and no settlement is reached. Moreover, when an
insurer wrongfully withholds funds from a claimant, it is depriving the claimant

Plaintiffs cannot satisfy the elements ofthe tort ofnegligent infliction ofemotional distress claim because none
testified that he or she sustained any physical manifestation ofalleged distress. In &ct, Rebecca Rhodes stipulated
to this. (Exh. 201)
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of theuseofthose fimds. 'This isprecisely thetype ofdamage we have described
as appropriately being subject to multiplication in an action under a. 93A.'
Schwartz v. Rose. 418Mass. 41,48,634 N.E.2d 105 (1994).

Id. at 419 (Emphasis added).

When viewed in the context of thecited case, Schwartz v. Rose., it is clear that the "type

of damage" to which the Cfegg Court was referring in the foregoing excerpt was interest on

monies wrong&lly withheld by the insure, not the "jfhistrations" of litigation. Moreover, there

isnothing in Clegg or anyappellate decision published in its wake suggesting that a Chapter 93A

claimant may recover emotional distress in the absence of proof of eitherphysical mani:^tations

or intentional, extreme and outrageous conduct on the part of the defeadant Indeed, since the

Supreme Judicial Court's historical approach to claims of emotional injuryhasbeen to "openthe

door" to recovery "narrowly and with due caution," Jgis v. Howard Johnson Co., 371 Mass.

140,144 (1976), it is illogical to assume, as Plaintiffs do, that the CleggCourtintended to swing

that door wide open for claimants who seek to recover such damages throng the vehicle of

Chapter 93A, as opposed to common law.

F. Plaintiffs failed to prove that their ^fhistration" with the litigation
process was distinct from the emotional turmoil, or mental anguish
caused by Mrs. Rhodes' accident and the resulting upheaval in their
lives.

Even assuming Massachusetts law permitted recovery for the "firustrations" of litigation

in the context ofChapter 93A, Plaintiffs are not entitled to compensation for such feelings in this

case. This is because during trial, Plaintifis failed to put forth evidence that would enable the

Court to determine whether the feelings they experienced during the course of litigation were

distinct from the palpable emotional distress they suffered as a result of Mrs. Rhodes' auto

accident. The evidence ofalleged emotional distress is reviewed for each Plaintiffbelow.
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1. Harold Rhodes

In addition to the emotional trauma he experienced in the aftennadi of Mrs. Rhodes'

automobile accident, (Tr. Day 5 (S. Rhodes), p. 36-37), Harold Rhodes endured profound

changes in his life and his family relationships. The accident also created numerous other

sources ofstress for Harold Rhodes in2002,2003 and 2004. The following were among them:

• The relationship between Harold and Marcia Rhodes went from husband-and-wife
before the accident to caregjver-patient after the accident (Exh. 71 {Rhodes v.
Zalewski trial transcript). Vol. VI, pp. 102-06; Tr. Day 6 (M. Rhodes), pp. 166-67).
The change in their relationship was a great soiuce of emotional trauma for both
Harold andMarcia Rhodes (Tr.Day6 (M.Rhodes), pp. 166-67);

• Because ofthe injuries sustained by his wife, Harold Rhodes had to assume the added
responsibility of beingmother to theirdau^ter, Rebecca. (Exh. 71,Vol. VI,pp. 110-
111). This included, of course, providing transportation for Rebecca—another
responsibility that used to be Marcia's.

• Between January 9, 2002 and Septemb^ 2004, Marcia Rhodes had more than 450
doctors' appointments, occupational therapy and physical therapy sessions, nursing
visits, visits to medical specialists, psychiatric care appointments and other
appointments outside her home. (Exh. 71, Vol. VI, p. 127; Exh. 10, pp. 13-14). Mr.
Rhodes was in charge of coordinating all of those appointments and ensuring that
each doctor knew what care others were providing to hfrs. Rhodes, ^xh. 71, Vol.
VI, pp. 108-109). In addition, Mr. Rhodes spent countless hours transporting Mrs.
Rhodes to and from all of those appointments. (Tr. Day 6 (M. Rhodes), pp. 168-
169).

•. In 2002, 2003 and 2004, Harold Rhodes acted as his wife's de facto "patient
advocate," and regularly battled with the family's health insurer for coverage for
important medical equipmentand treatment ids wife needed during her rehabilitation.
(Tr. Day 6 (M. Rhodes), p. 171-72).

• In 2002,2003 and 2004, Mr. Rhodes had the added stress ofdealing with contractors
and architects on a regular basis in connection with the substantial renovations made
to the family's home to accommodate Mrs. Rhodes' disability. (Exh. 71, Vol. VI, pp.
97-101,112-118); Tr. Day 6 (R. Rhodes), p. 151).

Given the substantial and profound changes in Harold Rhodes' lifestyle and family

relation^ps, and in li^t ofthe new and significant sources of emotional distress he was forced

to grapple with as a result of the accident, his claim that the discovery process or any other
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aspect of the Underlying Action caused his frustration or emotionaL distress is simply not

credible. Even if the Court were to credit his testimony, however, Mr, Rhodeshas not met his

burden of distinguishing between the distress he experienced due to the lawsuit or the

defendants' failure to settle it and the emotional trauma he endured because of the flmdamental

changes in his life.

2. Marcia Rhodes

Following her unfortunate accident, and upon learning of her condition and the fact that

she would never walk again, Marcia Rhodes Isqpsed into a profound depression. (Exh. 71, Vol.

HI, pp. 50-51). Her depression lasted up through the trial ofthe Underlying Action in September

2004. {Id. , p. 51). In response to her counsel's questions during trial, Mrs. Rhodes described her

emotional state as follows:

Q: In the last few months, can you describe how your mood has
been?

A: I'd have to say I'm depressed.

Q: Can you describe it?

A: I'm dqjressed. Not the manic depressive, depressed, giving up
depressed. Like, what's the point, that kind ofdepressed. I don't
see the point of all this, going through all of this ... I feel like I'm
going through the motions, because it's expected of me to go
through the motions. But that's all I'm doing is going through the
motions. I'm not - there's a part ofme that's not involved in this
at all. It's removed itselffrom this and maybe I'll never accept it.
Maybe I will, but right now everyday is just getting durough the
day. That's my big goal.

Q: When you feel like that, what do you think about?

A: I think about the fact that I wished 1 had been killed in the crash

instead of just paralyzed. I think about how many Valium it
would take. D^urk thoughts. Things I shouldn't be thinking about
but I do.
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{Id., pp. 138-39). Mrs. Rhodes confirmed during this trial that the primary sources of her

emotional distress in 2002, 2003 and 2004 was her physical condition and her attempts at

recoveryand rehabilitationfollowing the accident. (Tr. Day 6 (M. Rhodes),pp. 162-164).

As the Court is aware, the jury in the Underlying Action fully compensated Mrs. Rhodes

for all emotional distress and mental sufifering she has experienced and will experience in the

future as a consequence ofthe accident, her injuries andher disability, including her anxiety and

depression. (Exh. 71, Vol. VII, pp. 109-113). Given the accident's profoxmd and lasting effect

on Mrs. Rhodes' emotional state, and in H^t ofher testimony that she was not actively involved

in the Underlying Action and left all legal matters to her husband {Id., p. 73), the contention that

her experiences of responding to discovery, submitting to an independent medical examination,

being part of a day-in-life-video displayed to a jury,"*' and testifying in a deposition and at trial

caused Mrs. Rhodes distinct emotional injury is simply not credible.

3. Rebecca Rhodes

Similarly, Plaintiffe failed to prove that the being part of litigation triggered in Rebecca

Rhodes any feelings that she was not already experiencing either due to her pre-accident

emotional/psychiatric problems, her mother's injuries or the impact that the accident had on her

family life.

For years prior to her mother's accident, Rebecca Rhodes had experienced emotional

problems so severe as to warrant weddy counseling sessions with a social worker. (Tr. Day 5

(R. Rhodes), p. 148-49; Exh. 71, Vol. HI, pp. 145-46). In addition, she underwent a course of

treatment with her psychiatrist that include anti-depressants and anti-anxiety medication. {Id.)

The decisions to put Mrs. Rhodes tfacougb the production ofa day-in-die-life video and to display the video to a
jury were tactical judgments made by Plaintiffs' counsel. (Tr. Day 16 (Piitzker), p. 46). The argoment that die
production or display of die video somehowjustifies an award of emotional distress damages against Zurich is
specious.
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This treatment continued throng 2002,2003 and 2004. (Tr. Day 5 (R. Rhodes), p. 149; Exh. 71,

Vol. HI, p. 145). After Maxcia Rhodes' accident, Rebecca Rhodes had a whole host of new

problems to deal with, not the least of which were her mother's paralysis and the significant

changes in the family dynamic. (Tr. Day 5 (R. Rhodes), pp. 147-48). Those issues, which had

nothing to do with thelitigation that was filed on her behalf, causedRebecca Rhodes greatstress

and nervousness. {Id.)

During the course ofthe Underlying Action, Rebecca Rhodes was not aware that she was

a party to that case and had no involvement whatsoever in any discussions concerning

settlement. {Id., pp. 145-46). The only concern Rebecca had about the litigation arose in or

around August 2004, when she learned she might have to testify in a deposition and/or at trial.

{Id.) She was present at trial for only one day, however, and testified for a very brief period of

time. {Id., 146). Notably, tiie vast majority ofher testimony was given in response to questions

from her own lawyer. (Exh. 71, Vol. Ill, pp. 181-210). In fact, defense counsel asked about 25

questions in total. (Tr. Day 5 (R. Rhodes), pp. 146-47; Exh. 71, Vol. El, pp. 181-210).

Moreover, it was Ms. Pinkham, not defense counsel, who asked Rebecca the questions that made

her uncomfortable and sad, necessitating a recess. (Tr. Day 5 (R. Rhodes), pp. 153-54).

Given Rebecca Rhodes' minimal involvement in the Underlying Action, and considering

her lifelong struggle with anxiety and the new emotional problems caused by her mother's

accident. Plaintiffs' contention that the lawsuit caused Rebecca Rhodes distinct emotional

distress meriting comp^ation is without merit.

In conclusion, the Court's prediction that Plaintiffs would have difficulty establishing

actual damages at trial was accurate. Plaintiffs struggled mightily to put forth some evidence of

m injury caused by the Defendants alleged failure to settle with them for $8 million or less
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before a trial in which they recovered nearly $12 million. The reason for this is obvious:

PlaintiQs have notbeai harmed. Marcia Rhodes testimony is compelling evidence of that fact.

During her deposition in this action, Mrs. Rhodes was unaware that she and her family had

received payments totaling s^roximately $11.8 million fiom the insurers. (Exh. 101 (D^o. of

M. Rhodes), pp. 38-39). She testified, however, that if her family did receive the money

(inelutfing interest) awarded by the jury in the Underlying Action, she would not pursue any

fiirfher litigation against Zurich, National Union or AIGDC. (Id,, p. 42.) Of course, the

Plaintiffe did, in fact, receive the money awarded by the jury, the only rational inference to be

drawn from Mrs. Rhodes' testimony is thatshe firmly believes there is no injury forwhich to

recover in this action.

V. PLAINTIFFS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO AN AWARD OF MULTIPLE
DAMAGES AGAINST ZURICH BECAUSE THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO
EVIDENCE OF A KNOWING OR WILLFUL VIOLATION OF CHAPTER
93A,§2.

For die reasons discussed above, Zurich maintains that there is no basis in law or fact

upon which to conclude that Zurich violated Chapter 176D or 93A, or that its alleged delay in

tendering its policy limits to AIGDC caused any of the damages claimed by the Plaintiffs.

However, even if this Court wereto conclude that liability and damages became reasonably clear

in excessof$2 million at some point before November2003, mid that the Plaintifis and AIGDC

would have reached a settlement if Zurich had tendered its pohcy limits sooner, the evidence

clearly does not support an award ofmultiple damages against Zurich.

Multiple damages under Ch^ter 93A are punitive in nature and are reserved for the most

egregious and offensive conduct International Fidelity Ins. Co. v. Wilson, 387 Mass. 841, 853

(1983); Lingis v. Waisbren, 20 Mass. L. Rep. 439, *23; 2006 Mass. Super. LEXIS 58 (Mass.

Super. Ct. January 25,2006). Ch^ter 93A, § 9 provides for the multiplication of damagesonly
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when there has been a finding that the defendant's unfair ordeceptive practice was "knowing or

wiilfiil." M.G.L. c, 93A, § 9. hiParker v. D'AvoliOy the Supreme Judicial Court observed that,

it is only in the rare and exceptionally egregious case that such a finding should
be made. It has beenheld that bad faith is 'not simply badjudgment. It is not
merely negligence. It imports a dishonest purpose or some moral obliquity. It
implies conscious doing of wrong. It means a breach of a known duty through
some motive ofinterest or ill will.'

40 Mass.App. Ct. 394,402-03 (1996).

Both "knowing' and "willful" in the context of Chapter 93A claims concern the

defendant's state ofmind.

The statutory term "knowing" refers to a state of mind existing at the time of
acting....

The torn "willful" also, both in this statutory context and in ordinary usage, is
most reasonablyinterpreted as referring to a state of mind existing at the time of
acting ~ a stateofmind involving "culpability" at least, c/ International Fidelity
Insurance Co., v. Wilson^ 387 Mass. 841, 853, 856,443 N.EJ2d 1308, 1316-1317
(1983) —and perhaps some more precisely defined state of mind. Negligence
does not satisfy this test (Intemal citationsomitted)...

The standard prestaibed by "willfiil," as well as the standard prescribed by
"knowing," is a state-of-mind standard that requires the fact findar to determine
not whethera defendant...should have had that state ofmind, but whetherinfact
the d^endant...did have that state of mind. Even though evidence that an
ordinarily prudent person would have Imown, and that flie defendant should have
known, may be receive as circumstantial evidence that the defendant did know,
the question the feet finder must answer is whether in fact the defendant did
know.

Computer Systems Engineering, Inc. Qantel Corp., 571 F. Supp. 1365, 1374-75 (1983).

(Emphasis added).

Within a reasonable time after it received verifiable documentation of the Plaintiffs'

alleged damages, Zurich, in the person of Kathleen Fuell, took prompt and appropriate steps to

effectuate settlement in mid-November 2003 by notifying AIGDC of her intent to tender

Zurich's policy limits to the excess insurer, and by getting AIGDC moving toward a global
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settlement of the cas^. In short, Nhs. Fuell didexactly what a primary insurer should do in that

situation and did it in a timelymanner. But even if Ihe Court were to conclude that fault and

damages became reasonably clear before Zurich possessed documentation of Mrs. Rhodes'

injuries and Plaintifife' alleged damages. Plaintiff canpoint to no evidence that would warrant

the conclusion that David Mclntosh or Kathleen Fuell actually knew that. Nor did Plaintiffs

introduce a singledocument or elicit any testimony at trial fiom whichthe Courtcouldinferthat

Zurich personnel deliberately or willftdly withheld Zurich's policy limits fiom Plaintiffs or the

excess insurer, or otherwise actedwith ill will or a dishon^t purpose toward Plaintiffs. To the

contrary, the record reveals that prior to receipt of thedemand package, Zurich persoimel, in the

ecereise of honest business judgment, believed that the company did not possess sufficient

documentation ofdamages toproperly ormeaningfully evaluate thecase. Since there isno proof

that any Zurich employee refiised to attempt a settlement and did so with a culpable state of

mind, multiple damages are not warranted.

VI. A PUNITIVE DAMAGES AWARD BASED ON A MULTIPLE OF THE

UNDERLYING JUDGMENTS WOULD VIOLATE ZURICH'S DUE
PROCESS RIGHTS.

Plaintiffs insist that a finding of a knowing or willful violation of Chapter 93Arequires

the Court to awardPlaintiffs multipledamages equal to two or three times thejudgments entered

in the Underlying Action. For all of the reasons stated above, the evidaice does not support an

award of any damages against Zurich, much less punitive damages. Even if the Court were to

conclude that Zurich's conduct rose to the extraordinarily egregious level that would warrant a

multiple damages award, however, the Court ^ould not use the underlying judgm^ts of$11.8

million as the multiplicant because to do so would violate Zurich's Due Process rigfits under the

United States Constitution. The enormous disparity between a punitive damages award of $24

million or $36 million and any de minimus compensatory damagesPlaintiffscould hope to prove
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in this case would be grossly disproportionate and, therefore, constitutionally impermissible

under the Supreme Court's holding in BMW of North America, Inc. v. Gore and its

progeny.42[1]

A. This Court has the aathority to decidethe constitutionaUfy of a
punitive damage award under G.L. c. 93A.

While Massachusetts courts traditionally grant deference to legislative enactments, total

deference to the Legislature is not warranted or ^propriate. The Supreme Judicial Court has

made clear that while "[w]e owe great deference to the Legislature to decide social and policy

issues,...it is the traditional and settled role of the courts to decide constitutional issues."

Goodridge v. Department ofPublic Health, 440 Mass. 309,339 (2003). Thus, this Court has the

authority to determine the constitutional effect of an award of double or treble the underlying

judgment on Zurich.

B. A multiple of the nuderlymg judgments would be grossly excessive
and nnconstitutionaL

Multiple damages awarded imder Chapter 93A are "essentially punitive damages."

McEvoy Travel Bureau, Inc. v Norton Co., 408 Mass 704, 714 (1990). Punitive damages are

assessed as a deterrent of fiiture conduct and as punishment for past conduct. State Farm Mutual

Automobile Insurance Company v. Campbell, 538 U.S. 408, 416 (2003X«ft'«g Cooper

Industries, Inc. v. Leatherman Tool Group, Inc., 532 U.S. 424, 432 (2001)). **While States

possess discretion over the imposition of punitive damages, it is well established that there are

procedural and substantive constitutional limitations on these awards." Campbell, 538 U.S. at

416 (2003)(cifiBg Cooper Industries. Inc., 532 U.S. at 559; Honda Motor Co. v. Oberg, 512 U.S.

415 (1994); TXO Production Corp. v. Alliance Resources Corp., 509 U.S. 443 (1993); Pacific

517 U.S. 559 (1996)(iden.tifyii^ the ratio between actual damages and tiie punitive daimge award as one ofthe
guideposts in determining whether a punitive damage award is grossly excessive).
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Mut. LifeIns, Co. v. Haslip,449U.S. 1 (1991)). Thus,(heDue Process Clauseofthe Fourteenth

Amendment "imposes limits on both the pTocedures for awarding punitive damages and the

amounts forbidden as 'grossly excessive.'" Philip Morris USA v. Williams, I'm U.S. LEXIS

1332, ***4 (February 20, 2007)(citing Honda Motor Co. v. Oberg, 512 U.S. 415, 432

(1994)).43[2]

Grossly excessive punitive damage awards violate the Due Process Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment because such awards further no legitimate purpose and constitute an

arbitrary derivation of property. See Campbell, 538 U.S. at 416 (2003)(czn«g Cooper

Industries, Inc., 532 U.S. at 433; BMW of North America, Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559, 562

(1996); Pacific Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Haslip, 499U.S. 1,42 (1991)). In Gore, the United States

Supreme Court identified the following three guideosts todetermine whether a punitive damagR

award is grossly excessive: (1) thedegree ofrerehensibility of thedefendant's misconduct; (2)

the disparity between the actual or potential harm suffered by the plaintiff and the punitive

damages award; and(3)the difference between thepunitive damage award andthe civil penalties

authorized or imposed in comparable cases.44[3] Ca»^6e//, 538 U.S. at 418 {citing Gore, 517

U.S. 559 (1996)).45[43

^ The constitutional lino^tions are particularly relevant here because Chapter 93A imposes no cap on punitive
damages. See e.g. Rodriguez-Torres v. Caribbean Forms Manufacturer, Inc., et al., 399 F.3d 52, 65 (P' Cir.
2005)(noting that punitive damage awards tihat contort with a statutory cap provide strong evidence diat a
defendant's due process rightshave not been violatecO(ciftng Romano v. U-Haul Int'l, 233 F.3d 655, 670 (1'' Cir.
2000)).
44[33

Plaintiff claimed dining trial that the fact that Zurich is a wealthy con^iany capableof paying a $36 million
award is a factor to consider in determiningthe amount ofany punitivedamage assessmentcould be. The wealth of
a defendant, however, cannotjustiiy an otherwise unconstitutional punitive damage award. Campbell, 538 U.S. at
427(2003).
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1. Thereis ne evidence ofreprehensible conduct on the part of
Zurich.

To determine the rqwrehensibility of a defendant's conduct, a Court must consider

whetha-; (1) the harm todie plaintiff was physical rather than economic; (2) the tortious conduct

evidenced an indifference to or a reckless disregard of the health or safety of others; (3) the

conduct involved repeated actions or was an isolated incident; and (4) the harm resulted from

intentional malice, trickery, or deceit, or mo-e accident. Campbell^ 538 U.S. at 410-411

(2003)(chi«g Gore, 517 U.S. 575, 576-577 (1996)). "The existence of anyone of these factors

weighing in favor of a plaintiff may not be sufficient to sustain a punitive damages award; and

the absence of all of them renders any award suspect." Campbell, 538 U.S. at 419. Perhaps the

most important indicium of the reasonableness of a punitive damages award is the degree of

reprehoisibility ofthe defendant's conduct." Gore, 517 U.S: 575.

Application of these standards to the facts of this case compels the conclusion that

Zurich's conduct was in no way reprdiensible. First, none of the Plaintiffs claims to have

suffered any physical harm, nor did they attmipt to prove that Zurich acted with reckless

disregard of their health or safety. Moreover, the Plaintiffs claims are based on one single

incident, not r^eated conduct. Further, there is no evidaice tiiat Zurich acted with intentional

malice, trickery or deceit. In sum, there is absolutely no evidence to support a finding that

Zurich's conduct was reprehensible.

2. There would be a gross disparity between any actual harm
caus^ by Zurich and a punidve damages award of$24 or $36
miflion.

Plaintiffs have alleged less than $1 million in economic damages and seek comparsation

for the "frustrations of litigation" from all three defendants, yet they have asked this Court to

award th«n either $24 million or $36 million in punitive damages. Even assuming Plaintiffs had
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succeeded inproving compeusatory damages of$1 million against Zurich (an assumption that is

wholly unwarranted), the ratio ofpunitive damages to actual damages would be an astonishing

36to 1,or 24 to 1, dq)ending on the award. The Supreme Court has madeclear that whilethere

is nohri^t line test to determine the reasonableness of a punitive damages award, "few awards

exceeding a single-digit ratio between punitive and compensatory damages will satisfy due

process in practice." Campbell, 538 U.S. at 410; Aquino v. Pacesetter Adjustment Co^ 416 F.

Supp. 2d 181,184 (Mass. 2005), dting Campbell, 538 U.S. at 425. In fact, the Si^reme Court

repeated in Campbell that "four times the amount of compensatory dannagftg (a 4-1 ratio) migfit

be close to the lineof constitutional impropriety." Id.-, see also, Philip Morris USA, 2007 U.S.

LEXIS at ***10 (February 20, 2007), (wherein the Supreme Court continued to observe its

"longstanding historical practice" of setting the outermost constitutional boundaries of punitive

damages at "two, three, or four times thesize ofcompensatory damages"). Under Campbell, and

PhillipMorris USA, thedouble-digit ratiosbetween punitive andactual damages hereareclearly

unconstitutional and would violate Zurich's Due Processrights. Campbell,^ 538U.S. at 411.

3. There is a substantial difference between the punitive damages
requested by Plaintiffs and the civil penalties authorized by
Chapter 93A for the conduct alleged.

The final guidepost articulated in Campbell also compels the conclusion that

multiplication of the judgment in the Underlying Action would be unconstitutional. The

maximum civil sanction that may be imposed upon a insurer for a violation of Chapter 176Dis

$1,000.00. M.G.L. c. 176D, § 7. A violation ofCh^ter 93Acm result at mostin a civilpenalty

of $5,000. M.G.L. c. 93A, § 4, The difference between those miniscule penalties and the

punitive damages award requested by Plaintiffe in this case is so obvious that it requires no

discussion.
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In summaiy, application of the Campbell goidqposts to the fiicts of this case yields the

conclusion that a punitive damages award equal to two or three times the und^lying judgment

would result in a clear violation offinch's Due Process ri^ls. For this additional reason, die

Court^uld reject Plaintifi&' claimfor multipledmnages.

CONCLUSION

Foran ofthe foregoing reasons, Def^idantZurichAm^can Insurance Company submits

thatPlaintiff have &iled to meet theiT burdenofprovingat trial the requisiteel^ents oftheir

claim against Zurich forviolation ofChsptess 93Aand176D. Accordingly, Zniicfa respectfully

requeststhe Court to enter judgmmt in its favor;
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